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Welcome!

Dear Nebraska.Code() Attendees –
This will be our twelth year organizing Nebraska.Code().
The last couple years were difficult for everyone. The COVID-19 Pandemic is not yet over,
and we mourn all those lost to the virus, we miss all the small business that shuttered their
doors due to the associated economic hardship, and we continue to adapt to the ever-changing
realties brought on by the disease. We have witnessed the workforce changing, moving away
from physical offices to remote staffing. Life goes on and so will we.
Thank you, as always, to all of you who have supported this conference all these years and
“Welcome!” to all.
Nebraska.Code() is a community-organized event, and it is our goal to help grow and
support the local software development community. We are honored to have the
sponsorship of many home-grown companies who have seen the value our software
conference has on our community. Please introduce yourself to these organizations and
learn a little more about each one. We would be unable to have this conference
without their support and involvement, so please show them your appreciation.
We have brought in impassioned industry experts from across the state, the region, and the
nation to share their knowledge and experiences. Engage with the speakers and share your
feedback by utilizing the speaker evaluation system. If you have specific questions or comments
regarding a session, be sure to connect with the presenter to discuss or write your comments
in the speaker evaluation form. If you would like the presenter to follow-up with you, please
provide your contact information.
Please find us on social media to keep up to date regarding the next event, to see the full
speaker bios and to view the many photos shared here. We are active across social media
(Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn). Use the hashtag #NebrCode to let the world
know what exciting new things you have learned!
While the workshops and breakout sessions are the heart of Nebraska.Code(),
we urge you to take advantage of the opportunities for networking and career enhancement.
Meet with the sponsors to learn more about the software industry in Nebraska. Have your badge
scanned to win prizes. Network and socialize with your fellow attendees.
Lastly, be sure join us for the Attendee Party Wednesday 5:00PM-8:00PM at the Starlite Lounge
& Banqet Room at 247 N. 8th Street, Lincoln in the Haymarket for hard and soft
drinks, delicious food, and board games. Let the fun continue across the hall at the rented-out
VS Arcade Bar at 247 N. 8th Street for free-play on most arcade games.
If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please let us know.
Anyone at the registration desk will be able to assist.
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Nebraska Tech
Collaborative
A business-led, Aksarben Workforce Initiative convening leaders in
government, education, and not-for-profit organizations to develop,
retain, and attract tech talent and entrepreneurs to our state.

To learn more, visit our website:

nebtechcollab.com

A technology
partner
who
This
community
makes
us great.
puts
people
first. the favor.
We
want
to return

We’re a full-service consulting firm specializing in providing actionable insights through software
platforms.
We partner with charitable organizations and take an active role in supporting their cause.
From fundraisers for healthcare research to educational outreach programs to local conferences,
Aviture is committed to giving back.
As a proud member of the Omaha community, we’re eager to help make a difference where we can.

Come visit us at our booth, say “Hi!”
and play our game: DEV OPS!

8802 S 135th St #500
Omaha, NE 68138
aviture.us.com

General Info & Map
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Evaluation Rating Legend

This Session
was a valuable
use of my time.

The color system helps the speaker & organizers get a quick
general feeling of how the session went, but the real value
comes from your feedback in the comments section.
Please provide the green/yellow/red rating for each session
you attend & consider leaving constructive comments as well.

I got some value
out of attending
this Session.

Be Social. Win prizes!

Let us, & your friends, & the WORLD know about your
experiences at Nebraska.Code(). Post pictures or text about
your favorite session, speakers, food, hallway conversation or
that perfect selfie with your co-workers to facebook, twitter
or instagram. Make sure to mention or tag us for a chance to
win great prizes!

This Session had
little to no value
to me.
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2022 Schedule
Wednesday
7:30am		
8:30am		
10:00am
10:30am
12:00pm
1:00pm 		
2:30pm		
3:00pm		
4:30pm		

Registration
Workshops
Break
Workshops
Lunch
Workshops
Break
Workshops
Workshops End

Thursday
7:30am		
8:15am		
8:25am		
8:30am		
9:10am
9:15am		
9:55am		
10:00am
11:00am
11:15am
12:15pm
1:15pm		
2:15pm		
2:30pm		
3:30pm		
3:45pm		
5:00pm		

Registration
Opening Remarks
Break
Keynote
Break
Keynote
Break
Session 1
Break
Session 2
Lunch
Session 3
Break
Session 4
Break
Session 5
Attendee Party

Friday
7:30am		
8:30am		
9:10am		
9:15am		
9:55am		
10:00am
11:00am
11:15am
12:15pm
1:15pm		
2:15pm		
2:30pm		
3:30pm		
3:45pm		
4:45pm		

Registration
Keynote
Break
Keynote
Break
Session 6
Break
Session 7
Lunch
Session 8
Break
Session 9
Break
Session 10
End
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Evaluations
Your feedback on the sessions you attend is very beneficial to the organizers and
to all the speakers. We have a simple evaluation system to help you easily participate.
To sweeten the pot, we will also be drawing for great prizes from those of you
who submit your evaluations.
How it works:
1. Log in to your account on nebraskacode.amegala.com
2. Navigate to the schedule page & select a session
3. Give the session a green, yellow or red rating
4. Leave some constructive comments to elaborate on your rating
You will have a conference evaluation emailed to you shortly after Nebraska.
Code() has ended. Please respond to the survey - we read every piece of feedback
you provide and consider it thoroughly as we plan the next Nebraska.Code().

Now
Speak
to Us.

You Speak
TypeScript,
Node.js,
and Moleculer.

Explore IT opportunities
and apply online at
NelnetCareers.com/IT

You’ve Come to the Right Place
As a leading provider of workforce solutions in the healthcare
industry and in markets outside of the healthcare space, we live
our purpose of connecting care every day.
And waking up motivated to do our best work and have fun
doing it starts with a company that leads human first.
Join our inspired corporate team!
Remote work
Growth & development
opportunities

Doing good in our communities
Progressive benefits package

Software Developers, Frontend Developers, Backend Developers,
Solutions Architects, and more!

Discover your career home at thebestjobieverhad.com

Menu
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Wednesday
Breakfast 7:30 AM
• Doughnuts, danish, muffins yogurt & assorted whole fruit
Lunch 12:00 PM
• Buffet with salmon and chicken, gardens salad, California medley, garlic red potatoes & rolls

ght place.
i
r
e
o th
t
• Assorted cookies & rice krispie bars,
soda
e
m
Thursday
co
ve
Breakfast 7:30 AM
’
u
o
Y muffins, yogurt & assorted whole fruit
• Doughnuts, danish,
Soda Break 2:30 PM

Lunch 12:15 PM
• Buffet with black bean & corn street tacos, lime chicken street tacos, Spanish rice & add-ons
Soda Break 2:15 PM
• Brownies, blondies & rice krispie bars, soda

Friday

Breakfast 7:30 AM
• Doughnuts, danish, muffins, yogurt & assorted whole fruit
Lunch 12:15 PM
•

Buffet with shredded chicken and pulled pork, salad, potato salad, mac and cheese & Texas toast

Soda Break 2:15 PM
• Assorted cookies & rice krispie bars, soda
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Attendee Party

Wind down Thursday night with fun and games at the Lincoln Haymarket’s Starlite Lounge
& Banquet Room (247 N. 8th Street) with hard and soft drinks, tasty appetizers and games.
Carry the fun over to the rented-out VS Arcade Bar next door (247 N. 8th Street) with almost
every game set to free-play! The fun begins at 5:00PM and lasts until 8:00PM!!!

Th

Sponsored by Improving.com and Aureus Medical Group!

F

•
•
•
•

Enjoy appetizers & drinks on us!
Meet our awesome speakers
Network with your fellow Nebraska.Code() attendees
Make new friends

Don’t forget to join us
for the
Nebraska.Code()
Attendee Party
Thursday 5:00PM - 8:00PM

Have fun! Socialize!
Meet new friends.

@amegala
#nebrcode

Th

F

y

Keynotes
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Thursday, 8:30AM - 9:10AM

You and Your Technical Community

David Giard

Thursday, 9:15AM - 9:55AM

The New Technology Employment Contract
		
Growing a Learning Organization

Drew Brown

Friday, 8:30AM - 9:10AM
Friday, 9:15AM - 9:55AM

The New Technology
Employment Contract

Joel Tosi

Handling the Dark Forest...

Arthur Doler

Growing a Learning
Organization

Drew Brown

Handling the Dark Forest: How
to Survive When the World’s on
Fire

Multiple trends were already applying pressure prior

Arthur Doler

How do you grow a continuously learning

to the pandemic to historical employment norms,

2020 hit like a brick. 2021 did its best to up the ante, and

organization? If certifications and wikis were enough,

yet years of habit and tradition had largely left them

then 2022 asked 2021 to hold its beer. It might feel like

organizations would be crushing it. In this session we

unbroken. The pandemic necessitated new ways of

the entire world has been upended: there’s been radical

look at how we learn in complex domains - focusing

working, opening the doors to new exercises of what

shifts in the way we work, endless video conference

on tacit vs explicit knowledge; context learning; and

work is and accelerating its evolution. The result is

calls, social and political unrest, lots of tough choices

growing coaches and teachers.

an era where technologists more than anyone face a

about our health and the health of those we love and

historical imbalance between their numbers and the

care about, and now a brutal war in Europe. In short, it’s

number of opportunities -and incentives- for them to

been several years of psychological trauma, and no clear

work. The assertion of newfound priorities by many

sign of when it will finally be over. It might feel like

around work / life balance and arrangements, a flood

there’s nothing you can do but hold on for dear life.

of new cash looking for technology investments, the
most expensive and constrained housing market in
living memory, and fundamental questions around
the 9-5 model are some of the forces feeding into
a subtle rewiring of what employer and employees
really mean to each other.

But there are things you can do. Let’s understand
what’s been happening to your brain during this time:
why your brain works the way it does, how it handles

This session is an evolution of our talks around
growing Dojos (though awareness of dojos is not
necessary for this talk).
In this session we will look at the challenges facing
organizations and people today trying to learn new
skills (committment, context, multitude of needs).
From there we will look at how we learn exploring

traumatic events like this, how to recover as things

explicit vs tacit knowledge.

slowly start to get better, and how you can prepare

We will wrap up with tangible ways you can start

yourself for the inevitable next crisis that comes along.

growing an organization that continuous learns

In his presentation, Drew will discuss evolving trends
in technology employment and how they impact

Joel Tosi

- looking at addressing the whole value stream to
provide context and growing an organization that has

and share his thoughts on what this very bright future

You and Your Technical
Community

holds.

David Giard

Our upcoming book (late summer 2022) will be

IT Professionals often work in isolation and ignore the

based on coaching for learning.

people differently, review the broader trends at play,

large number of other people doing similar work. But
there are benefits to connecting with others in your

@amegala
#nebrcode

community. In today’s presentation, I will share with
you how others have helped advance my career and
how I connected with them. I’ll show you how you can
enhance your career by drawing on the experiences of
those around you. And how to have fun doing it.

internal coaches and teachers (along with models for
that).

Join us
for the Nebraska.Code()
Attendee Party
Thursday 5:00PM - 8:00PM

Have fun! Socialize!
Meet new friends.

Build your career
at Buildertrend
Our team works together to create, sell and service
a software solution that provides a better way
for construction pros to operate their businesses.
Our software provides us with a means to
live better lives and be better humans.
Join the team at Buildertrend.com/careers

< />

Wed. Workshops
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Ofc. Plaza 202
Yankee Hill
Hawthorne
Lancaster 123
Arbor 2
Lancaster 456
Arbor 1
Olive Branch

Continual Product Discovery with StoryMapping, OKRs,...
Kubernetes hands-on (Workshop)		
Learn all about Cypress for end-to-end testing		
Designing and Architecting Cloud-Native Apps...
Agile Foundations
Exploring Weather Data with Python			
Offensive Application Security for Developers...
Build a Blazor Application in a Day

Joel Tosi
Rob Richardson
Alain Chautard
Kevin Grossnicklaus & Alex Will
Kathy Andersen et al.
Cathy Ludwig et al.
James McKee
Timothy Ingledue

Kubernetes hands-on (Workshop)
Mitchel Sellers

Exploring Weather Data with Python
Cathy Ludwig, Eric Reichwaldt & Jason Washburn

Kubernetes is how you run Docker in production. Bring your laptop with Docker for
Windows or Docker for Mac edge version installed. We’ll walk through getting a K8s cluster
fired up on Docker-Desktop, minikube, and on Azure. You’ll be hosting Docker containers in
development and production in no time...

During this full day workshop you will dive deep into the world of atmospheric science
using some really cool Python libraries. We’ll start by setting up a containerized
development environment in Docker with JupyterLab so we can explore different
weather datasets, including both deterministic and ensemble model forecasts, RADAR,
and satelite imagery. Afterwards, we’ll look at using Numpy, SciPy and Pandas to apply
algorithms to the data to create derived products. We’ll measure the performance across
different tools to see how much speed can be gained through these libraries without
having to switch to a fully compiled language. Next we’ll look at how to use Airflow for
automating the generation of these products upon data avaialability. Finally, we’ll tie it
altogether by building a sample FastAPI to expose a handful of your custom products
via an OpenAPI compliant end point to populate your own website!...

Learn all about Cypress for end-to-end testing
Alain Chautard
Until now, end-to-end testing wasn’t easy. It was the part developers hated. Cypress is a solution that makes setting up, writing, running and debugging end-to-end tests easy.
In this workshop, we’re going to demonstrate how Cypress works, take a look at its features,
and write a lot of tests so we get as much hands-on practice time as possible.

Designing and Architecting Cloud-Native Apps in Microsoft Azure
Kevin Grossnicklaus & Alex Will
During this all day workshop we will demonstrate how to plan for and manage the full
lifecycle of a modern application using the latest Microsoft Azure resources and tooling.
We will start with a high level overview of a wide variety of architectural and Cloud-based
considerations and we will then work our way down through a complete setup of a basic application all the way from a clean Azure DevOps and GIT repo setup, through bootstrapping
an empty UI in Angular and a robust API using .NET Core/C#. We will demonstrate how to
fully automate the deployment and development lifecycle of these application components
up to Azure. We will ultimately take the same Azure configuration and convert it to a full
“infrastructure as code” setup using Terraform...

Agile Foundations
Kathy Andersen, Theresa Krupicka, Rob Nickolaus, John Roby &
Keil Wilson
The team leading this workshop organizes Lincoln’s agileLNK Meetup group (https://www.
meetup.com/agileLNK/). At this workshop, we will demonstrate several agile techniques,
explain when to use them (and when not to), and discuss the foundational agile principals
behind each one. Every team uses standup meetings, right? What if not everyone is in the
same time zone…or hemisphere? You will learn how to use familiar agile activities, but also
why to use them and what alternatives fit better in different situations....

@amegala
#nebrcode

Offensive Application Security for Developers...
James McKee
Application developers are the first line in defending applications from attack, there
are thousands of software and hardware solutions to attempt to make your software
more safe and secure. In the end if the software isn’t developed properly and securly no
amount of software or hardware is going to protect you. In this session I plan to go over,
identifying weak code, testing for it, and fixing it....

Build a Blazor Application in a Day
Timothy Ingledue
In this breakout session you will develop a Blazor CRUD application. We will cover
everything from dependency injection, the C# JS Interop, entity framework and so
much more. Use your C# knowledge to hydrate information directly to your web pages
and see how components interact naturally within the Blazor environment. This course
assumes you have knowledge of C# and an interest in Blazor and/or Web Assembly. You
will leave this course with a working CRUD application and a solid foundation of how
to build Blazor applications.

Continual Product Discovery with StoryMapping, OKRs, and
more
Joel Tosi
Whether you are a product owner, manager, analyst, engineer, or tester, you build
products. And building products is challenging - not only getting the product right but
also making sure the team working on the product understands the nuances of your
product. How do you go about designing, delivering, and adapting your product to
deliver better solutions while incorporating product learnings as you go?
In this 1-day hands-on workshop, you will learn and use product discovery tools used
to help teams discover and continuously learn about their product.

YOUR CAREER WITH
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A career in innovation, superior beneﬁts, and
colleagues that feel like family. Check out our
open positions. You’ll be surprised.

Thur.10:00 AM
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Yankee Hill
Hawthorne
Lancaster 123
Arbor 2
Lancaster 456
Arbor 1
Olive Branch
Ofc. Plaza 202

Creating a deep learning model to predict college...
Introduction to SEO for front end developers
How to Mock objects and influence unit tests
Is SAFe Really Safe for Agility?
Automating Security Defenses -- Letting Your Web App...
Principles for Success in Event Driven...
Supercharged Static Sites in .NET with Statiq + Azure

Navigating Screen Readers

Creating a deep learning model to predict
college basketball scores
Evan Hennis
Are you interested in how some of the leading gamblers
are using machine learning? Are you interested in deep
learning and want to see it applied? Are you interested to
see how certain stats line up with actual results? If so, this
talk is for you.
The talk will start with an overview of data collection, it will
then go into how I used Google Colab to train and test my
models, finally, it will show how to deploy the model to the
masses through an Android application or a web site.

Introduction to SEO for front end
developers
Kimberly DelSenno
Have you ever done a google search and wondered why
certain results showed up? I’m going to discuss how search
engines work, how they analyze websites, and how they
return the results to you. You can then use this information
and apply it to your own strategy when building websites!

How to Mock objects and influence
unit tests
Duane Newman
In this session we will take a look at how AutoFixture
can simplify the arranging and asserting portions of
your .NET unit tests. We’ll explore how it integrates with
mocking libraries to allow you to easily write tests and have
dependency types automatically mocked and injected into
your object under test. We’ll also look at how AutoFixture
can be extended and customized to make you more
productive with your domain specific types. Why build your
own mocks or create custom fakes when AutoFixture can
do it for you?

Is SAFe Really Safe for Agility?
John Roby
So your organization has been doing Scrum for a while and
the powers that be decide it’s time to scale up that there
agile. Or maybe more traditional frameworks just aren’t
delivering the right value at the right time and leadership is

looking for a different way. So your boss introduces you to
the SAFe consultant they’ve hired and a miraculous new
level of scaled agile delivery is coming soon to a theater
near you! We’re going to identify dependencies and deliver
features and commit to multiple sprints. It’ll be glorious!
That’s the promise. And in too many cases, the agility gets
taken right out of the equation.
I have been a PMP project manager for 20+ years, an
agilist for the last 10 years and I’ve both lived through
SAFe implementations and observed them from a distance.
A commonality I see is a reversion to siloed, waterfall
thinking. This brearkout session is a discussion of those
paralells and what we might be able to do as organizations/
scrum masters/teams to nudge SAFe back toward agility.
Actions that you can use to ensure your cloud journey is
predictable, secure and compliant. We’ll see how the tools
work and share best practices for maturing your cloud
journey.

Automating Security Defenses -- Letting
Your Web Application Fight Back
Nathaniel Shere
How quickly does your application respond to security
threats?
Most applications rely on security logs (assuming they are
present) sent to a monitoring repository, where they are
correllated against other activity, analyzed for risk, and
responded to when the monitoring team has time.
At that point, an attacker may already have breached the
application, or gotten enough information to come back
later. Instead, what if we allowed the application to block
malicious activity automatically before it had time to
become an issue?
In this session, I will present several strategies for
developing traps and pitfalls within an application that can
catch hacker behavior, and even block the offending user,
before any damage is done.

Principles for Success in Event Driven and
Event Sourced Systems
Erik Shafer
Event Sourcing has been growing in popularity for the
last decade as an alternative to Create Read Update Delete
(CRUD) to help wrangle complexity in challenging
domains. Yet we occasionally hear stories of the inverse
happening. Where complexity is increased, development

Evan Hennis
Kimberly DelSenno
Duane Newman
John Roby
Nathaniel Shere
Erik Shafer
Brian McKeiver
Courtney Heitman

speed and confidence drops, and deadlines are
missed. Why is this? More often than not it’s because
fundamental principles and warning signs are ignored
or are simply just not known to the team. This talk will
briefly recap these paradigms and then dive into what
ensures success for systems that strive for resiliency,
traceability, idempotency, and tend to be data-intensive.

Supercharged Static Sites in .NET with
Statiq + Azure
Brian McKeiver
In this session we will walk through how to build a
static site using Statiq, Github, and Azure that is much
more than just delivering simple HTML.
Need an API? editable content? authorization? CI/
CD? Check check and check. I’ll show you to make
that static site dynamic with Azure functions, Headless
CMS, modern tooling, and Azure Static Web Apps.
Leave this session knowing how you can use your .NET
/ C# skills to build a blazing fast site that costs almost
nothing to run and is a joy to work with.

Navigating Screen Readers
Courtney Heitman
Are you intimidated by operating a screen reader?
For most sighted individuals using a screen reader
is something they’ve never done before. If you’re a
developer or a QA that is producing accessible products
using a screen reader becomes something that we must
use for our jobs. And frankly, learning how to use one is
not a easy feat.
This talk will go over how screen readers interact with
the web, the basics of getting a screen reader setup on
your computer, and how to operate it. You’ll leave this
session greater knowledge of accessible development
and how to use a screen reader effectively.

@amegala
#nebrcode

Thur. 11:15AM
Yankee Hill
Hawthorne
Lancaster 123
Arbor 2
Lancaster 456
Arbor 1
Olive Branch
Ofc. Plaza 202
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Avoiding False Starts With Artificial Intelligence		
Architecture and Systems Engineering: A Foundation for Success
Construction and Motorsports Concepts Applied to Software...
Blood, Sweat & Code Reviews
Typescript
Introduction to Azure IoT Development		
Learning Effective Strategies for Problem Solving
.NET MAUI Blazor - A New Way to Mobile Develop

Avoiding False Starts With A.I.
Robert Herbig & Jordan Thayer
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is no longer science fiction; it’s
here today, and it’s here to stay. It is in the products you use
every day: home automation, digital assistants, or credit
card fraud detection, just to name a few. All businesses will
be affected by AI in the coming years, and the impact will
be significant. The only remaining question is, how will you
influence its effect on your company?
Getting started with AI is a daunting task, but necessary
for businesses who want to stay competitive. During
this session, we’ll discuss: * How to determine if, where,
and how to use AI effectively within your organization
* When and how to build an AI team * Common early
mistakes and pitfalls when getting started with AI * Typical
misconceptions around AI and its application * What to
look for in an AI partner or potential hire

Architecture and Systems Eng....
Andy Unterseher
A well-architected system is foundational for organizations
needing to meet their business goals. How development
teams approach building and maintaining these systems
makes all the difference.
Software architecture and systems engineering are complex
topics. No StackOverflow post will tell you everything you
need to know.
This talk will break down some of the key concepts you
must understand to become a successful software architect.
We will talk about decomposing systems into modules,
orchestration, logical vs. physical architecture, and
managing all the critical - ilities (scalability, extensibility,
stability, and so on). Looking at some existing industry
ideas like volatility-based or DDD (domain-driven design)
will help clarify these abstract ideas.
Concepts covered here will benefit both existing and
aspiring architects.

Construction and Motorsports Concepts
Applied to Software...
Eric Reichwaldt
Everyone has heard the old adage “measure twice, cut
once” yet it can be so difficult to get a team to adopt this
mentality when it comes to writing code (cough cough...
unit tests...). Software may not be quite as tangible as a

bridge or an airplane, therefore it can be easy to
dismiss the fields of structural/mechanical and
software engineering as having little to nothing
in common. However, many of the foundations
of Agile stem from the manufacturing industry,
and the co-creator of Scrum Jeff Sutherland
writes of how applying Scrum to a construction
project can greatly reduce the overall project time
and improve quality. In reality, all of these fields
are about buidling, maintaining and improving
things and thus they have a lot more in common
than you would expect.
During this presentation I’ll share some of the
lessons that I learned growing up building houses,
and high-performance race cars with a father who
is a bit of a perfectionist and we’ll explore how
many of those lessons can help improve how we
approach software development. We’ll also briefly
discuss why some other industries could gain a lot
from adopting some common software practices.

Blood, Sweat & Code Reviews
David Giard
Code Reviews can sometime be painful and timeconsuming, but they are an important part of
delivering quality software. A Code Review
provides an opportunity to share knowledge,
improve code and catch potential problems before
they go to production. This can be a positive
experience or a negative experience. In this
session, I will discuss the importance of Code
Reviews and show some ways you can make your
code reviews more productive, enjoyable, and
successful.

Typescript

Robert Herbig & Jordan Thayer
Andy Unterseher
Eric Reichwaldt
David Giard
Benjamin Ferguson
Brian Gorman
Toni Bennet
Mitchel Sellers

Introduction to Azure IoT Development
Brian Gorman
In this session we’ll look into the platform services at
Azure for IoT development and telemetry ingestion,
including IoT Hub, Device Provisioning Service, Stream
Analytics, and Storage. Using C#.Net, we’ll set up a
simulator and register some devices to send telemetry
into our hub and process the stream data into hot and
cold paths. We’ll then finish up by discussing IoT Edge
and development for IoT Edge.
.

Learning Effective Strategies for Problem
Solving
Toni Bennet
Problem-solving is an important skill in our industry,
but it tends to be a talent that is overlooked and
underdeveloped. Some of us may even think of it as a
natural talent: something that you either have or don’t
have. However, this is simply not true. You can learn
effective strategies for problem solving in the same way
you can learn to play an instrument. You only need to
know what to look for, and practice it just as you would
any other skill. In this session, you will learn valuable
techniques and strategies for problem-solving, and how
to apply these tools to finding technical solutions for your
business needs.

.NET MAUI Blazor - A New Way to
Mobile Develop
Mitchel Sellers

Benjamin Ferguson
Love or hate it, typescript is a fast growing
language that offers many benefits not yet
realized in most javascript environments.
This presentation provides an introduction to
typescript so you can decide if typescript is right
for you.
We’ll cover language features, how it transpiles
into javascript, and some basics on how to set up
your environment.

With the introduction of the new Hybrid .NET
MAUI Blazor model developers are provided an
entirely different method of interacting/building .NET
applications that target iOS and Android. This session
takes a dive into this technology and talks about the
practicality of what this technology means, how it might
be used and next steps.
We will explore the following * Project structure
overview * End-user differences between using a
traditional MAUI implementation vs MAUI Blazor
* Performance & Security considerations * Store
submission guidance...

THE ALPHA
OF TECHNOLOGY
Dark Wolf Solutions combines the most innovative emerging technologies
with deep federal domain expertise through cutting-edge intelligence
services, DevSecOps agile software development, information operations,
penetration testing and incident response, applied research and rapid
prototyping, machine learning, and engineering services.

Success isn't just about where you'll go and how you'll get there.
It's about who you run with. Join the Pack.
Competitive Salary
Paid Time Off
Incentive Compensation
Training Reimbursement
Retirement | Medical | Dental | Vision

careers@darkwolfsolutions.com
www.darkwolfsolutions.com
571.287.7255

Put Your Talent to Work
at Orion Advisor Tech
Be part of Orion’s mission to empower advisors to innovate,
disrupt, and win by delivering best-in-class technology:
Develop innovative WealthTech solutions
Create world-class tools and technology

Visit orion.com/careers to learn more.

Amegala Code of Conduct
Amegala recognizes the importance of a harassment-free conference experience for everyone, regardless of
gender, gender identity & expression, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, age or
religion. We expect anyone at an Amegala Event, including but not limited to organizers, volunteers, attendees,
speakers, venue staff, sponsors, exhibitors, caterers, & guests, to treat each other with respect and to not engage
in behavior deemed harassing in nature.
Harassment includes verbal comments that reinforce social structures of domination related to gender, gender
identity & expression, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, age, religion, sexual
images in public spaces, deliberate intimidation, stalking, following, harassing photography or recording,
sustained disruption of talks or other events, inappropriate physical contact, & unwelcome sexual attention.
Exhibitors in sponsor or vendor booths, or similar activities are also subject to the anti-harassment policy. In
particular, exhibitors should not use sexualized images, activities, or other material. Booth staff (including
volunteers) should not use sexualized clothing/uniforms/costumes, or otherwise create a sexualized
environment.
We expect participants to follow these rules at all conference venues and conference-related social events.
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Annonymous Insights at the Edge
Content projection for generic Angular presentation components
Debugging Tips and Tricks with Visual Studio
Technical Debt Is Not Free
Full-Stack App Development Using Expo
NoSQL Query Smells.
Software Security: When to Sanitize User Data and Why
Moving Your Web Apps Into Azure Kubernetes Service

Annonymous Insights at the
Edge
Shane Steidley & Ryan Versaw
C
ommercial real estate is responsible for 30% of the
world’s carbon emissions. There’s 40 billion sqft
of unused commercial real estate. A combination
of bouncing lasers (and radar) off of people and
machine learning on customer hardware is being
used to solve this problem - ensuring that realestate is
being properly utilized. We take it a step farther, and
maintain anonymity while we’re at it.
his talk is a deep dive into how Density processes
250,000 sensor readings every second (counting 1
million people daily) to inform actionable insights for
Fortune 5000 companies.

Content projection for generic
Angular presentation Components
Alain Chautard
In this talk, Alain is going to introduce a simple
method to make our presentation components
not so dumb anymore. Using content projection,
we will see how we can build components that
can be used in multiple different contexts, offer a
lot of customization options, and have an easy to
understand API.

Debugging Tips and Tricks with
Visual Studio
Joseph Guadagno
Debugging issues within applications are challenging!
In this session, I’ll how debugging works and
demonstrate the many ways that Visual Studio
enables you to find those annoying issues. I’ll explain
the run/debug configurations. What application
breakpoints are and to make them conditional, or
how you can skip breakpoints altogether. While we
are in a breakpoint, we’ll explore the many ways to
navigate through the code but skipping lines, running
to line, jumping in, and using methods. Once we find
an issue, we’ll look at how we can inspect the values
in memory and even change them.
At the end of the session, you’ll walk away with a lot
of knowledge to help you find those annoying issues
in your applications. As a bonus, you’ll walk away
with a little debugging secret.

Technical Debt Is Not Free
Chad Green
Odds are you have heard the phrase cross-functional
teams many times. When organizations start an agile
transformation, it is the bedrock of forming an agile
team. In practical terms, what does a cross functional
team look like? How does an organization start
their journey developing a cross functional team? I
order to help solve this problem, I have developed
a Skills Martix workshop for teams. By identifying
and ranking skills gaps, teams can begin developing
an intentional plan to increase skills across the team.
No more spreadsheets that get comlepted once a
year then tucked away on a server to never been seen
again. In this session, you will learn how to create a
skills matrix that teams can display and reference.

Full-Stack App Development Using
Expo
Mat Warger
With modern tools, building a cross-platform app has
never been easier. In this session, we’ll take a look at
how to get started with Expo to develop react-native
apps that work on IOS, Android, and even the web all with the same code! Combine this with a hosted
API service and you can get your next side-project
or startup MVP off the ground in record time. We’ll
cover project structure, component libraries, and
other utilities to help you get started quickly.
Experience with React development will be assumed
for this session.

NoSQL Query Smells

Shane Steidley & Ryan Versaw
Alain Chautard
Joseph Guadagno
Chad Green
Mat Warger
Alex Wil
Nathaniel Shere
Zach Perkins

Software Security: When to Sanitize
User Data and Why
Nathaniel Shere
Security vulnerabilities in software are almost always
a result of malicious user input. The solution then,
of course, is to securely sanitize all user data to
avoid any issues. But, in a large application, there are
numerous places this sanitation can happen. To name
a few, the data can be validated when it first arrives or
it can be encoded when it is exported back to the user
or sent to a backend service such as a database.
In this session, I will cover the best places to sanitize
user data to avoid security issues and the advantages
and disadvantages to each approach in your code.

Moving Your Web Apps Into Azure
Kubernetes Service
Zach Perkins
Attendees will learn how to shift from doing ad-hoc
deployments of web applications to Azure App
Service to doing fully Terraformed, CI/CD pipeline
deployments to Azure Kubernetes Services. I’ll to
cover how this shift occurred for our organization
and how we handled it with the developers and
business.
The end-result of this move was to bring us from
doing periodic night-time deployments to zerodowntime continuous deployments. I’ll show how we
were able to make this happen within a matter of just
a few months.
Tools you’ll learn about: * Docker * Terraform /
Terragrunt * AKS * Azure DevOps Pipelines * Azure
Container Registry
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This session is designed to introduce developers how
to effieciently query their document databases. We
will also look at metrics that could be a bad query
smell.
We will be using Mongo in this session for our
document store. All of these principals still apply to
other Document stores.
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AI For Lumber Mill Optimization
Developer Potluck: Useful tools, APIs, services, and other toys...
How yoga has made me a better developer.
Help! My team is too big!
Blowing up the Dog Food: Orange Team Exercises in Dogfooding
Fun with CSS
Modern Infrastructure as Code with AWS Cloud Development Kit

Simple Appplication Performance Monitoring

AI For Lumber Mill Optimization
Jordan Thayer
We’re all familiar with the notion that software is
everywhere, and that in some way it touches nearly every
product you’ll ever own. One such product is dimensional
lumber, like a 2x4 or 4x4. There are a number of steps
between a tree in a forest and a piece of lumber you buy
in a store. One of those is ‘edging’, the process of removing
the living edge from a flat section of raw material, and
producing a board of an appropriate width with straight
sides.
This talk is a post-mortem of a prototype system we built for
optimizing the potential value of material coming out of an
edger. While the AI for optimizing produced material was
an important part of our system, it wasn’t the only part of
our system!...

Developer Potluck: Useful Tools, APIs.
services, and other toys...
Kevin Grossnicklaus
This talk is designed to quickly introduce developers to
a wide range of useful tools and services we have found
extremely useful in helping us provide better solutions,
improving our development process, and generally just
making our lives easier.
These tools range from sites that provide useful services
for developers, APIs we frequently utilize within our
applications to provide more capabilities, SDKs and libraries
we commonly leverage, and utilities we find useful.
Our goal with this talk is to quickly demonstrate a large
number of useful tools, utilities, and APIs and leave
attendees with the resources they need to find out more.
Some of these tools are free/open source and others are
commercial, but we find them all extremely useful and can’t
wait to share how we use them..

How Youga has made me a better
developer.
Kimberly DelSenno
In the tech world, we sit – a lot – as our jobs require us to
occupy our chairs for hours on end. The number of people
who complain of neck and back pain is on the rise, because
our body is not evolved for sitting behind a desk and staring
at screens. New studies say that sitting is the new smoking,
so are we all doomed? During this session, I will talk about
“programmer back” and “tech neck” and show you

a few poses that almost anyone can do to help undo the
damage created by long days spent sitting at a desk.

Help! My Team is too big!
Rob Nickolaus
Join me for a peek at what might be a canary-in-the-mine
signal that it’s time to consider splitting the team and
how to work through the decision. We’ll look at the risks/
rewards you’ll likely face. We’ll explore some potential
dimensions to consider when undertaking a split. I’ll give
you some things to consider preparing for the breakup,
how to minimize the downsides and how to navigate
through the process....

Blowing up the Dog Food: Orange Team
Exercises in Dogfooding
James McKee
At this point a lot of companies are comfortable and
familiar with the concept of dogfooding, the practice of
using your software as a method of functional testing.
But what happens if we want to practice securing our
applications against attackers or people who would
seek to misuse it? Enter ‘Blowing up the Dog Food’
or a fun way to include members of the development
and QA team to get involved to test the security of the
application. The goal is to setup a method for helping
teams to think critically about the implementation of
their applications, improve logging to catch misuse,
practice the implementations of threat modeling, and test
out the security of an application in a way that helps to
develop orange team skills in developers as well as test
the applications.
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Jordan Thayer
Kevin Grossnicklaus
Kimberly DelSenno
Rob Nickolaus
James McKee
Kirk Payne
Adam McQuistan
Seth Larson

Modern Infrastructure as Code with ASW
Cloud Development Kit!
Adam McQuistan
In this talk we’ll explore the key concepts of AWS CDK
focusing on the abstractions and patterns it utilizes to go
beyond the standard benefits of IaC to provide a highly
productive framework for provisioning robust and
scalable cloud architectures...

Modern Infrastructure as Code with ASW
Cloud Development Kit!
Seth Larson
Production can be a scary environment. Sometimes
things are working great and sometimes they’re a
complete dumpster fire. How do you know your current
status? How do you know where your problem is or
which server is causing the degradation? In this talk
we’ll discuss a journey from no application performance
monitoring(apm) to “good enough to troubleshoot today”
apm and where we continued after our tire fire was turned
back into a normal day. We’ll focus on the abstract types
of things to watch for and show how easy retrofitting these
abilities can be, but for those curious the examples are
built on influxdb, and grafana.

.

Fun with CSS
Kirk Payne
Most uses for CSS deal with formatting your document,
positioning items, and changing items on mouse over. In
this session, we will look at some fun things you can do
with CSS and animate to make some cool effects. If you
are new to CSS, this may be a good look at some other
ways of using CSS to have some fun and add a little spice
to your site.
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Your Technology Your Way: Full-stack Web...
Getting started with Kubernetes
Keeping up with C#
Metrics - Moving from what is easy to what matters
Optimizing your career journey using combinatorial...
Benefits of Trunk Based Development
Transition from an Engineer to an Engineering Manager
Fail Even Faster: Utilizing Personas and Paper Prototypes

Your Technology Your Way: Full-stack
Web and Service with .NET and Node
Rob Richardson
Do you want to build full-stack with your stack? We’ll
build an ASP.NET website using Blazor and WebAPI, a
back-end service using Service Worker and gRPC. Then
we’ll build the same website with Node using Express,
Vue.js, gRPC, and PM2. Along the way we’ll compare
and contrast these technologies to empower you to use
JavaScript or C# front-to-back for your next project. You’ll
leave with a functional sample in each, and a methodology
to choose your next full-stack site.

Getting started with Kubernetes
Vaibhav Gujral
Kubernetes, also known as K8s, is an open-source system
for automating deployment, scaling, and management of
containerized applications. In this session, Vaibhav will
cover the basics of Kubernetes including the different
components that make up a Kubernetes cluster, and how
to get started with running Kubernetes locally.

Keeping up with C#
Adam Barney
Since C# was rewritten entirely from scatch for version
6, the updates to the C# language have been coming very
quickly, both in major version release which typically
correspond to a Visual Studio release, and out-of-band
point releases that get new, useful features in developers’
hands sooner rather than later. With all the changes
happening, it’s difficult to keep up, and that means you
may be missing out on some language features that will
make you a more productive programmer. In this session,
I’ll take you through some of the best C# language features
that have been introduced recently and prepare you to use
them to their full potential.

@amegala
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Metrics - Moving from what is easy to
what matters
Joel Tosi
Metrics are a good thing when we ground them in
decisions we want to make. Metrics for the sake of having
metrics loses its purpose.
In this session, we will walk through a simple way of
grouping metrics - from easy to collect, to directional, to
impactful. Along the way, we will give examples of metrics
in each group - what they mean, why they are good, where
they fall apart. All along working towards better metrics
and the approach to collecting and using them.
Additionally we will introduce and show process behaviour
charts - a technique that looks at data and helps separate
noise from signal.
Leave this session with simple ways to group metrics and
ways to interpret if your changes (product, process, or
people) are making a difference.

Optimizing your career journey
using combinatorial algorithms
Nien Sui
Have you wondered how to advance in your career
when you have multiple options? Or how to recruit the
right team for your project or organization? Searching
for the optimum job or team member can be viewed
as a mathematical optimization problem that we
can navigate using well known heuristics. Heuristic
algorithms are techniques that can be used to solve
decision problems that have no clear procedure, which
in technical terms are called, NP-Complete problems.
These innovative algorithms have been applied to
engineering and financial problems for decades.
In this talk, you will learn how to use them in your
own career planning or organization’s recruitment
strategy. You will also learn how combinatorial
optimization algorithms, such as simulated annealing
and stochastic optimization can help professionals
to get unstuck in their career advancement.
Organizations can also use the technique in recruitment
and team building.

Rob Richardson
Vaibhav Gujral
Adam Barney
Joel Tosi
Nien Sui
Ryan Ebke
Piyush Neekhra
Shawn Hellwege
Benefits of Trunk Based Development
Ryan Ebke
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Typical micro-frontends extend functionality in a
lateral/horizontal manner, adding additional pages
or components. This talk will show Micro-Frontends
in a “stacking” or vertically expanding manner, each
Micro-Frontend rendering it’s own <canvas> to be
stacked on top of all others.
We will also look at shared observable state across
Micro-Frontends, based on TFRP (Transparent
Reactive Functional Programming) principles as
necessary for the implementation.
The end result will be a game of Znake with runtime
plugin support, we will even write our own simple
plugin.

Transition from an Engineer to an
Engineering Manager
Vaibhav Gujral
In this session the speaker plans to offer real-life
examples of successes and failures during his
transition from an Engineer to an Engineering
Manager. He will share both developer and manager
perspectives and offer some advice on how an
engineer can plan for a successful transition. Often
companies fail to provide enough attention to
the development of practical leadership skills for
Engineers. In this session, the speaker will share some
tools that will help engineers along their leadership
journey. This will be an informal session and audience
engagement will be highly encouraged!

Fail Even Faster: Utilizing Personas and
Paper Prototypes
Shawn Hellwege
In this session we will very briefly review the User
Centered Design process so no prior knowledge is
needed and we will dig deeper into personas and
paper prototyping. For the second half of the session
you will have the opportunity to try a simple paper
prototyping project.
This session will be more hands on.
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Intro to Deep Learning Neural Networks
The Modern CSS Toolkit
How to Succeed in Application Security Without Even Trying
Pair Programming: Back to the Basics
Permit to Cloud - Land with confidence in Azure
Superhero Dev Team 2: Rise of the Supervillains
System Observability Across Your Tech Stack
Effective Data Visualization

Intro to Deep Learning Neural Networks
Chris Powell
Deep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning where large
and architecturally complex neural networks have been
created for specific applications. This presentation will cover
neural networks and three types of deep learning networks
that are commonly used, in a less technical and more abstract
way.
After the presentation, you should feel comfortable discussing
the basics of neural networks and be aware that changing
the architecture of a neural network can increase it’s efficacy.
Networks discussed: Convolutional neural networks,
Recurrent neural networks, reinforcement learning

The Modern CSS Toolkit
Stephanie Eckles
Aspect-ratio, :is(), grid... what do you really need to know
about modern CSS? Join this session for an overview of some
modern CSS features you may have missed or aren’t using
to their full extent. You’ll take away techniques you can use
immediately to simplify your stylesheets, make components
more extendable, and future-proof your solutions as well as
make them more inclusive.

How to Succeed in Application Security
Without Even Trying
James MkCee
We all know that Application Security is one of those things
that we should worry about. The time to worry about it is not
at 3am when the production server is down. But finding the
right places to get started and getting success, or something
that feels like success can be absolutely excruciating. Which is
one of the reasons that it falls just above documentation in the
list of priorities for most development teams. In this session
we will talk about the ways that we can GREATLY improve
the security of our applications, while playing games, making
small changes, and light process changes.

Pair Programming: Back to the Basics
Jeremy Suing
Pair Programming is a highly recommended but seldom
utilized agile development practice. Primarily originating and
associated with Extreme Programming, Pair Programming is
often misunderstood and therefore left by the way side when
agile teams get going with development. I want to go back to
the basics of pair programming and show why it should be a

practice every team employs. In Design Studio and Senior
Design, we managed nearly 40 projects with more than
200 student team members combined. Pair Programming
can greatly impact these students’ careers in software
development once they have realized its power and taken
advantage of its benefits. Let’s bring it back down to the
basics to remind you of this great opportunity.

Permit to Cloud - Land with confidence in
Azure
Mike Benkovich
An application is an idea that has code, data and
infrastructure, and choosing whether to build a conveyor
belt or to put up guard rails along the path is important
in maintaining velocity to the cloud. In this session,
updated for 2022, we explore the tools available in Azure
for creating and enforcing governance policy, standards
and infrastructure, including Azure resource template
technologies, Terraform and Bicep, Azure blueprints, as
well as DevOps processes including GitHub Actions that
you can use to ensure your cloud journey is predictable,
secure and compliant. We’ll see how the tools work and
share best practices for maturing your cloud journey.

Superhero Dev Team 2: Rise of the
Supervillains
Aaron Deming
Last year I presented my metaphor for creating a team
of developers using superhero media as the basis for a
metaphor. This is the sequel to that strategy because just
like all Superhero media, the superhero dev team is now a
franchise! Are you ready for merch...? Don’t worry if you
missed the previous talk! This topic is both a sequel and a
reboot. After the first five minutes you’ll be all caught up.
Every superhero dev team is going to faced with obstacles.
There may be some infighting before the superhero
devs come together in the end. Or maybe there are
some outside regulations (ie. business decisions, process
changes, cross-team communication) coming in to tell
the superhero devs how to do their job. But the worst
thing that your team of superhero devs must face are the
supervillains!
Now who are the supervillains of the dev team exactly? Is
it our clients for constantly calling in to complain about a
bug that blocks them from using the software or is it the
bug itself?! Is it the company leader that forces us to follow
an annoying proces or is it that non-optimized process
that gets in the way of efficient development work? If
you’re interested in finding out who are the supervillains

and ways to vanquish them, this is the talk for you!

System Observability Across Your Tech
Stack
Dennis Stepp
“Hmmm, this behavior is odd.” “What’s causing this to
happen?” “I have no idea what happens to this request
after it’s processed.” Does this sound familiar? Did you
agonoize for months trying to find the answer? Did you
just sweep it under the rug for someone else to eventually
notice? In this presentation I will provide you with some
helpful tips to instrument and monitor your code bases
and key services that power your software. We’ll look
into monitoring Apache Kafka, Java SpringBoot apps,
Python apps, Kubernetes, Postgres, and more with tools
such at Prometheus, Graphna, and Loki. We’ll also briefly
touch on system observability as it relates to the business
domain and how that can lead your internal users to
discover opportunities for future product offerings.

Effective Data Visualization
David Giard
We spend much of our time collecting and analyzing
data. That data is only useful if it can be displayed in a
meaningful, understandable way. Yale professor Edward
Tufte presented many ideas on how to effectively present
data to an audience or end user. In this session, I will
explain some of Tufte’s most important guidelines about
data visualization and how you can apply those guidelines
to your own data. You will learn what to include, what to
remove, and what to avoid in your charts, graphs, maps
and other images that represent data.
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Lessons learned from hacking the Soviets
Minimal APIs in ASP.NET 6.0
Righting code with SOLID design
What’s the point? Lessons from the Agile Ball Point Game
Built-In Testing in Go is More Than Just Passable
A Developers Overview of Dynamics 365 and Model-Driven ...
Productive Developer == Happy Developer

Feeding the Headless Monster

Lessons learned from hacking the Soviets
Benjamin Ferguson
1982 was a turning point in the Cold War when a Sovient
gas pipeline exploded and caused billions in damage to
their infrastructure. How did the CIA use software to
pull it off? What can we learn from these events? What
questions of ethics arise from the CIA’s involvement? We
will discuss these questions and more.

Minimal APIs in ASP.NET 6.0
Rob Richardson
With ASP.NET 6.0, there’s a 4th coding paradigm joining
MVC, WebAPI, and Razor Pages: Minimal APIs. It’s a
great way to create the lightest weight microservice. But
are you trading everything for the small surface? We’ll
start with a .NET 5 project and build up to a Minimal
API looking at a bunch of brand new C# 10 features
along the way. Like the other 3, this is not an either/
or choice, and when it makes sense, you can be really
productive here too.

Righting code with SOLID design
Jim Kudirka
Have you ever worked on a software project that felt like
a death march? Where you had no hope of success and
even if you did release it, you knew it wouldn’t last long.
Have you ever been afraid to make code changes because
you weren’t sure if you were going to make the problem
worse? Are you unsure how you should structure your
code and software components? If any of these questions
bring back bad memories or remind you of your current
projects, then this presentation is perfect for you.
We will walk through a few examples demonstrating
how simple design techniques can drastically improve
development efficiency and the supportability of our
code. We will begin with a complex bloated service and
walk through how we can apply SOLID principles to
improve the design and our productivity.
As a result, you will be armed with code design
techniques that will set you up for greatness!

What’s the point? Lessons from the Agile
Ball Point Game
Nick Hershberger
The Agile Ball Point Game is a fun and exciting way for
development teams to explore process flow and gain
insights into team interactions. Over the last year, I have
administered the Agile Ball Point Game with elementary
children, high school young adults and professional adults.
Watching and observing these interactions has provided
valuable insights in how teams interact, how teams should
be structured and what works on teams.
This session will explore and introduce the Agile Ball
Point Game, followed by an analysis of what was learned
from playing this game with others. Topics will include
the significance of suggestion, the value of diverse team
composition and the importance of unconventional
thinking on teams. The value of micro-optimization will be
explored.
Additionally, the concepts of agile gaming will be
introduced and expanded on...

Built-In Testing in Go is More Than Just
Passable
Scott McAllister
Testing is vital to any software project. Automated tests
help improve confidence in code changes as you increase
project velocity. Finding the right tools and libraries can
be an arduous process. And, in most languages, adding
testing means adding a pile of new dependencies to the
project. But, have you ever tried the tools built right into
the language? One of the beauty’s of the Go programming
language is that it is built with productivity in mind. The
creators of the language have included many tools that
make developers productive--including a robost testing
framework. Come see how easy it is to get started with Go’s
testing library and see many of the features that will keep
you using it in all your projects.

A Developers Overview of Dynamics 365
and Model-Driven Power Apps
Kevin Grossnicklaus
The Microsoft Dynamics365 platform is an extremely
powerful platform that can be leveraged to manage many
aspects of a business. Whether it comes to sales, marketing,

Benjamin Ferguson
Rob Richardson
Jim Kudirka
Nick Hershberger
Scott McAllister
Kevin Grossnicklaus
Brent Stewart
Don Miller & Joe Hochgreve

service management, finance, or a number of other
custom solution offerings many businesses can benefit
from the Dynamics 365 platform.
Many architects and developers are unfamiliar with
this platform and how it can be leveraged to provide a
powerful and easily customized solution.
This session will be a great way to familiarize
your team with the Dynamics eco-system and the
possibilities which exist for building on top of it’s
foundation to quickly and efficiently provide powerful
business solutions.

Productive Developer == Happy
Developer
Brent Stewart
We all love those days when everything goes right
and we just knock it out of the park. What makes
some days great and others a real chore? For a lot of
developers, the biggest factor to having a great day at
work is a sense of accomplishment. So come explore
how we can get the most from our hours and increase
the number of awesome days. In this talk we will
examine what motivates us, how to stay focused, and
cover some powerful productivity tips and tricks. We
will look at some tools and techniques that will help
you be a more effective developer. Don’t just refactor
your code, refactor your life.

Feeding the Headless Monster
Don Miller & Joe Hochgreve
Google makes it harder and harder to pass Core Web
Vitals with vanilla content management systems
(CMS). What if we could combine the world of
custom development while still having a CMS that
non-developers could use to add content? What
if your WordPress site could be developed and
maintained through normal software development
practices using continuous integration? Wouldn’t this
make a great future? What if I told you the future
is here!?!? This session will walk you through the
multiple recipes and processes of building a site that
utilizes a content management system, including
WordPress to build sites that are fast, secure, and
scalable. You will learn about some tools that you
can utilize and learn from some of our mistakes in
building these sites. The session will end with a demo
of utilizing some of these tools.
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Alain Chautard
SEO tips and tricks for the Modern Web
Adam Barney
RxJS for Mere Mortals
Joseph
Guadagno
Application Architecture Pattern
Robert Herbig
Making Machine Learning More Effective By Applying Agile Practices...
Tom Cudd
Demystifying Configuration Management and Infrastructure as Code
Steven Carlson
Threat Modeling All Day!
Arthur Doler
Owning Your Experience: Talking about Mental Health In the Workplace
Infrastructure as Code Comparison - Bicep vs Terraform vs Pulumi
Mike Benkovich

SEO tips and tricks for the Modern Web
Alain Chautard
Search Engine rankings can make or break any business. In
this talk, Alain will go through how search engines crawl
and index content in 2022 and beyond. We will see how to
run an SEO audit on a website, what mistakes to avoid, and
which best practices to put in place in order to optimize your
modern web app or blog to achieve optimal search rankings.

RxJS for Mere Mortals
Adam Barney
Reactive Extensions for JavaScript, or RxJS, is an extremely
powerful library which has become very popular and widely
used in modern front-end web applications. It is also an
extremely confusing library which has frustrated many
developers and is widely misused in modern front-end
web applications. In this season, we’ll seek to demystify the
fundamentals of RxJS, learn how and why to use it, and
explore some common use cases.

Application Architecture Pattern
Joseph Guadagno
Architecting an application can be challenging. What do you
do to keep your application flexible to ever-constant requirement changes? How do you handle landscape changes (cloud,
on-premises, databases)? How do you avoid over-engineering
the application? How do I make sure my application plays well
with other applications?
In this session, we’ll take a look at some well-understood
and practiced Software Architecture patterns. We’ll cover
these patterns at a high level to understand how to use these
patterns in different scenarios.
You’ll walk away with some knowledge, tips, and tricks that
you’ll be able to use for new and existing applications.

Making Machine Learning More Effective By
Applying Agile Practices via MLOps
Robert Herbig
You’ve decided Machine Learning (ML) can help your
customers? Great! But ML can be difficult, time consuming,
and expensive. Agile practices can reduce these costs and
improve outcomes in the same way they’ve always helped: by
making sure we’re building the right thing every step of the

way.
We’ve identified, and our presentation will speak to, the
following anti-patterns for machine learning and agile
approaches that avoid these anti-patterns. We value: *
Iterative over incremental * Always be releasable over
“toss it over the wall” at the end * ML as a means over
ML as the end goal
For each anti-pattern, we will present several
techniques to mitigate it...

Demystifying Configuration Management
and Infrastructure as Code
Tom Cudd
As one of the most important principles of DevOps,
treating configuration and infrastructure as code is
critical to the success of high performing organizations.
Without accelerating the ability of teams to manage
systems the same way developers manage application
code, infrastructure becomes a bottleneck preventing
stable, agile, and high performing systems from
becoming a reality. This session will review what
different solutions for configuration management and
infrastructure as code are available to teams entering
this space. Learn how to use these platforms together
to maximize your ability to churn out systems and
services as quickly as committing code to source
control. We will introduce the basics of solutions
like Puppet, Chef, Ansible, and Terraform to provide
a rubric for demystifying your path to quickly
provisioning cloud infrastructure.

Threat Modeling All Day!
Steven Carlson
This talk will demo one threat modeling methodology
and how an engineering team is appending to their
Secure Software Development Life Cycle. The goal
is to create a single platform for communicating
architectural risk and planning mitigations within
sprints. This will not only address security concerns
sooner in a product’s lifecycle but establish a trusting
relationship between engineering and security teams.
As an ever-evolving space, to reduce risk and deploy
products to market, this is one additional step any
software-focused team can quickly adapt to their
practices.

Owning Your Experience: Talking about
Mental Health In the Workplace
Arthur Doler
Your thoughts and your emotions affect your work, no
matter how much you pretend that you can leave them
at the door of your workplace. It’s easy to deny your own
experience the importance it deserves, especially if it’s only
inside your own head. But boxing it all away because you
have “work to do” is like trying to run a marathon while
carrying a labrador retriever.
It doesn’t have to be that way. This talk will teach you how
to frame your world in experiential language rather than
clinical language, giving you a powerful tool to discuss
your mental health in a way that can be easily understood
- and won’t get you in trouble with HR. Sharing those
experiences are the key that unlocks the true power of your
team.

Infrastructure as Code Comparison - Bicep vs
Terraform vs Pulumi
Mike Benkovich
Infrastructure as Code comes in many flavors, and the
Azure Cloud’s default deployment templates work with
Azure Resource Manager (ARM) to define and deploy
infrastructure. Working with the JSON format of ARM can
be challenging, but Microsoft has introduced a language
processor called Bicep which generates ARM as output. At
the same time there are other options, including scripting
tools, Terraform, Pulumi, Ansible and others. In this
session we’ll compare creating infrastructure using ARM,
Bicep, Terraform and Pulumi, and compare pros and cons
to each.

@amegala
#nebrcode
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The Taming of the API
Extending the Amazon Cloud Development Kit (CDK)
Modern Approaches for End-to-End Type Safety Using TypeScript
Demystifying Azure Pricing
Secret Backlogs
Building with Azure Serverless
Reduce System Fragility with Terraform
Blazor and MS Identity Scaffolding: User and Role Based Permissions
Automating Excel with Python

The Taming of the API
Chad Green
Tranio tells Lucentio that, “No profit grows where is
no pleasure ta’en: In brief, sir, study what you most
affect.” While Tranio’s point was to get Lucentio
to loosen up for him to “live a little,” this is still a
valuable lesson to developers. Your team has worked
hard to build the functionality that provides all of
your customers’ needs, but how easily have you made
it for them to access that? Sometimes building the
API is the easy part; making them usable is the hard
part. But by adding an API gateway, we can make it
easier for customers to access functionality and data
provided by your application...

Extending the Amazon Cloud
Development Kit (CDK)
Rodrigo Ramirez
Attendees will understand the benefits of creating
their own extended version of the Amazon Cloud
Development Kit. They will see how defining rules
and setting up standards around CDK can enable
better, safer and more maintainable infrastructure as
code.

Modern Approaches for End-to-End
Type Safety Using TypeScript
Mat Warger
When developing front-end applications with
TypeScript, a common pain point is synchronizing
your API data types with your UI. In this session,
we’ll look at a number of tools and techniques for
taming this complexity. Whether you need a REST
API or a GraphQL API, you’ll learn how to leverage
a combination of types and code generation to
modernize your development experience from the
server to the client.

Demystifying Azure Pricing
Alex Will
The in’s and out’s of understanding the complexities
of Azure pricing can get a bit complicated.

During this talk presenters Alex Will and Kevin
Grossnicklaus will discuss strategies around planning
for and paying for Azure consumption and other
Microsoft services such as Office 365 and Dynamics
365. As a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider
we set up and manage Azure and Microsoft 365
environments for customers all over the US. In doing
so we’ve tried many different approaches to creating
and updating environments to better utilize the
dollars spent by our customers while providing robust
cloud solutions. We’re sharing the best practices
we’ve learned and adopted to create the ideal end
result: predictable pricing with the best experience
possible...

Secret Backlogs
Chris Chung

Chad Green
Rodrigo Ramirez
Mat Warger
Alex Will
Chris Chung
Matt Will
Scott McAllister
Timothy Ingledue
Mike Driscoll

Reduce System Fragility with
Terraform
Scott McAllister
As infrastructure stacks grow increasingly more
complex and involve an ever-growing number of
services and systems there are a lot of opportunities
for error and misconfiguration. To provide more
system stability teams have looked to abstract
configuration to its own layer of code. This concept of
configuring infrastructure as code is gaining traction
throughout the industry for a variety of reasons. It’s
fast, consistent, reduces errors, self-documentation,
and did I mention it’s fast? Tools such as Terraform
from HashiCorp have emerged as one of the leading
ways to declaratively configure technology stacks...

A curious observation occurred during sprints. My
Product Owner (and good friend) would be rushing
off to meeting or constantly stressing about work that
wasn’t planned. Our Tech Lead (and good friend) and
I concluded, he had a Secret Backlog in addition to
the team’s Product Backlog.

Blazor and MS Identity Scaffolding:
User and Role Based Permissions
Timothy Ingledue

A Secret Backlog is composed of the things that are
desperately important to an individual, but the team
or leadership cannot be influenced to work on them.
These backlog items have real consequences and strict
due dates. They can have significant financial impact
if not executed properly or prudently. On the surface
these projects require a specific skill set usually only
found in the owner. Accordingly, the owner enjoys
doing this work making the habit self-reinforcing and
addictive...

Weclome to Blazor and application security. Take it to
the next level by using Microsoft’s Identity scaffolding
to add role based security to your application.
Blazor and entity framework are a natural fit for
user authentication and role based access to your
application. This session takes the mystery out of all
those questions you’ve always had and show cases
the solution in terms that are easy to understand and
replicate...

Building with Azure Serverless
Matt Will
In this presentation, I will talk about what Serverless
is and what some of the different Serverless
technologies are that Azure offers.
After this introduction, I will discuss more about how
to architect a system to be event driven and embrace
the use of Azure Serverless frameworks.
Finally, a demo of using some of these frameworks
will be shown and a discussion of how developers can
start using these frameworks today.

Automating Excel with Python
Mike Driscoll
Microsoft Excel is used extensively in business.
The Python programming language is a popular
language that is easy-to-read and quick to learn.
You can use Python to read and write Excel
documents without even having Excel installed...
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Technology Stack Selection - Making the Difficult Decision
Messaging, Queueing, and Eventing with Azure De-Mystified
Toxic Company Cultures and How to Survive Them
Lean Coffee
Techniques for Aligning Teams within Innovation Initiatives

Olive Branch
Ofc. Plaza 202

Speaking and Understanding the Language of the Product Manager
Controlling Cloud Costs

Technology Stack Selection - Making
the Difficult Decision
Mitchel Sellers
Not all aspects of software architecture are glamorous, some are downright stressful and often lead to
anxiety and stress. One of such roles is the selection
of technology stacks and the decision making that
goes into which solution should be utilized.
Even within the Microsoft space in 2022 we have
so many different models of development that it is
becoming increasily more difficult to make seemingly
simple decisions such as which technology stack
should be used and why. We are presented with so
many options, how do we best analyze and select a
platform? This session strives to dive into the decision
making process, not necessarily any technology
specific solutions...

Messaging, Queueing, and Eventing
with Azure De-Mystified
Brian Gorman
With Event Hub, IoT Hub, Service Bus, and Azure
Storage Queue, Azure has a number of PaaS offerings
available when it comes to Queueing, Eventing, and
Messaging. The number of services and mystery
about their purposes can lead to a bit of analysis
paralysis when it comes to which service to use, and,
more importantly, when to use each service.
In this session we will explore the services available at
Azure for queueing, handling events, and messaging,
and we’ll look at appropriate examples of when and
how to use each of them. By the end of the talk you’ll
be ready to go make a recommendation to your team
about which service to use for various scenarios, and
you’ll have seen how to easily integrate these services
into your .Net applications.

Toxic Company Cultures and How to
Survive Them
Dennis Stepp
Believe it or not, a Futurama episode and my experiences
have led me to create the SLURM Framework which I
believe will help you navigate toxic waters of a company’s
culture. In this talk I provide tips for sensing the
environment, learning the telltale signs of negative and
dangerous behaviors, understanding how to cope and
combat disruptive processes, refactoring the norms and

Mitchel Sellers
Brian Gorman
Dennis Stepp
Ken Versaw
Brian Zimmer
Jason Weaver
Jacob Charles

continuously improving, and when it’s time to move on.
Let’s open up the floor for a serious conversation about
what I think is the single most important aspect of any
company: culture.

Speaking and Understanding the
Language of the Product Manager
Jason Weaver

Lean Coffee
Ken Versaw

This session is designed to foster strong, mutally beneficial,
two-way communications and relationships with your
colleagues in Product Management. To do that, the session
will introduce aspects of the array of responsibilites a
Product team typically has, best practices for partnering
with Product, and provocative questions to ask of Product
with the goal of working better together.

Lean Coffee is a structured, but agenda-less meeting.
Participants gather, build an agenda, and begin talking.
Conversations are directed and productive because the
agenda for the meeting was democratically generated.

Techniques for Aligning Teams within
Innovation Initiatives
Brian Zimmer
Innovation is a wicked problem; the actual solution is
often unknown until you have found product-market fit.
This makes it difficult for developers, designers, scrum
masters, product owners, and business leaders to achieve
a shared understanding and determine how best to reduce
risk, generate learnings, and increase the chances of an
innovation becoming sustainable. Drawing on my 12 years
at Nebraska Global and Don’t Panic Labs, I will focus on
techniques that help teams decompose tough problems,
engage in critical thought, move faster, and increase the
chances that their vision will successfully become a reality.

Controlling Cloud Costs
Jacob Charles
It’s cheap to get started in the cloud and start sandboxing. Soon after, there’s a production environment
and more infrastructure is being stood up in the
cloud. Then the bill comes and it seems cloud costs
are uncontrollable.
This presentation is designed to provide high level
strategies and concepts to control cloud costs. We will
also go over how DevOps automation plays a big role
in how you can control your cloud costs. No matter
which cloud provider you use, this presentation will
help you have a path forward on starting cost control
measures.

Bringing every innovator’s vision to life

Preparing software
developers for a world
of increasing complexity
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Bridging the divide between
business strategy and
software development

SOFTWARE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPER EDUCATION
dontpaniclabs.com

BUSINESS ALIGNMENT PLATFORM

Empower
Your
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You code. We protect.
Spectral is an ever-updating platform with new
capabilities added every week. Like many
modern teams, you can build your own detectors
and policies to meet your internal security KPIs.

More security. Less time.
We understand that productivity is as important
as security. Enjoy fast integration and fast scans
in commit or build time on virtually all CI systems.

spectralops.io

CLOUD

INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

We strive to provide world class cloud solutions. Our core
focus is enabling clients a fully automated, secure
environment. We ensure that guardrails prevent
unexpected costs, and the organizations we help can focus
on their core business.
Security
With our zero trust, automated
incident response solutions your
environment will be prepared for
the next Zero Day threat.

Automation
Automation is key to controlling
cloud costs, growth, and
security. Our DevSecOps
practices enable highly
automated environments.

Cost Control
In the cloud, costs are a financial
risk. We provide guardrails to
protect your money from
unexpected costs.

https://bisoncloudsolutions.com | (531) 500 9932 | contact@bisoncloudsolutions.com

Some people show
up for a paycheck.
We show up to be part
of something big.
PenLink brings clarity to
complex data for people who
need impactful answers now.

Join our team!
PENLINK.COM

Your career, version 2.0
In need of a career update? UBT is hiring in all areas of IT!
At UBT, you get the best of both worlds with our new hybrid schedule: the opportunity
to work from home part of the week plus fun, collaborative in-person connections
when you’re in the office. Other perks include a competitive salary and bonus pay,
room for progression, catered lunches, and a robust benefits package.
<a href=”https://www.ubt.com/careers”>ubt.com/careers</a>

Equal Opportunity Employer. Member FDIC

The power of

TECH

Join forces with a
company that can
AMPLIFY YOUR
STRENGTHS AND
EMPOWER YOUR
CAREER.

Mutual of Omaha is a proud
sponsor of Nebraska.Code()
609346

Explore our IT careers at mutualofomaha.com/careers

COMPASSIONATELY
COMMITTED TO
OUR COMMUNITY.
Fearlessly focused on you.
With FNBO, you have our commitment
to ensuring your financial well-being while
doing our part to help our customers
and communities stand strong.

See what makes banking with FNBO different.

Member FDIC

Optiv and Veracode
for Better Application
Security
C

Optiv’s AppSec experts specialize in combining
manual and automated testing to design and build an
application security program that integrates across
your development lifecycle. We’ve got you covered
with security assessments for web, mobile, desktop
and server applications, as well as connected devices
and APIs.

Together, we can help you identify and remediate
vulnerabilities in your code before hackers can
exploit them.

The Veracode Continuous Software Security Platform
is a cloud-native solution that contains all of the
application security testing types you need in one place
– static analysis, dynamic analysis, software composition
analysis, and penetration testing – ensuring that you
have a comprehensive view of your risk from design
through build and deployment. Development teams can
find flaws quickly with integrated and automated scans
continuously running throughout the entire software
development life cycle in the environments in which
your developers work.

• Veracode is the only native SaaS AppSec solution.
Combined with Optiv’s technology integration
expertise, this means you’ll have scalable, flexible
scanning on day one
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Why Optiv and Veracode
• We both take a programmatic approach to
security, helping you reduce risk and mature
your AppSec program

• We empower you to “shift security left” by
incorporating security into the software
development lifecycle, lowering costs and
improving ROI
• Our services and expertise reduce mean time to
remediation by enabling your developers without
slowing them down

Find out more at optiv.com

Secure greatness™
Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise
to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise,
deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to
risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of
people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can.
At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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CODE YOUR
{CAREER} at Q2
We’re one of the fastest growing and best
places to work in Nebraska – and we’re
looking for great people to grow with us.
We’re especially interested in:
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• .NET Software Engineers
• QA Automation Engineers
• Scrum Masters

Y

Q2 has a culture like no other
company I have worked for. They
truly value their employees and it
shows in everything they do.
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MY

– Q2 Employee
Best Places to Work Survey
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Stop by our booth or visit
www.q2.com/our-people
to learn more
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About Amegala

A little bit about Amegala:
The software industry is one of constant change.
New tools and frameworks are introduced at an ever increasing pace.
Development, Architecture, and Management paradigms shift only to shift back with the
next hardware innovation.
The industry itself is growing, doubling in size every 5 years.
Cornerstone industries in the economy, financial, insurance, medical, and government, all rely on software to be efficient and effective.
What this means is everyday we become more dependent on our software systems.
Half the working developers have less than 5 years experience and need training to write quality code.
Those with more than 5 years experience are looking for opportunities to learn new, efficient tools while
trying to keep up with their backlog of work.
We founded Amegala in 2010 with the belief that software development is an essential
industry and the people who develop and manage software have a key role to play in the
future of our economy. As responsible members of the software development community
we see it as our mission to help grow and improve that community to which
we owe so much.

Thank You to Our Sponsors!!!
Nebraska.Code() & Amegala Conferences owes a great deal
of gratitude to all of our Sponsors, Attendees & Speakers for
making the 2022 conference so successful.

Do not forget to join us
for the
Nebraska.Code()
Attendee Party
Thursday 5:00PM- 8:00PM

Without the hard work of everyone involved, our entire family
of conferences would not be what they are today.
Amegala, Inc. thanks all of the companies & groups that
helped sponsor the this years’ Nebraska.Code().
We could not have done it without your support!

Have fun! Socialize!
Meet new friends.

e

2022 Sponsors
Platinum Sponsors:
Don’t Panic Labs
		
https://dontpaniclabs.com/
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Silver Sponsors:
Aureus Medical Group
https://www.aureusmedical.com/

LaunchDarkly
https://launchdarkly.com/

Buildertrend
https://buildertrend.com/

Mutual of Omaha
https://www.mutualofomaha.com/

Cordova Solutions
https://cordova.solutions/

Optiv and Veracode
https://www.optiv.com/

Improving.com
https://improving.com/

Gold Sponsors:

Medical Solutions
https://thebestjobieverhad.com/

Aviture
https://www.aviture.us.com/

Nelnet
https://nelnetinc.com/careers/

Check Point
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Orion Advisor Tech
https://orion.com/

Dark Wolf Solutions
https://darkwolfsolutions.com/

Penlink
https://www.penlink.com/

First National Bank of Omaha
https://www.fnbo.com/

Sandhills Exotics
https://www.sandhillsreptiles.com/

Nebraska Tech Collaborative
https://nebtechcollab.com/

Trility
https://www.trility.io/

Q2
https://www.q2.com/

Union Bank and Trust
https://www.ubt.com/

Sandhills Global
https://www.sandhills.com/

The University of Nebraska School of
Computing’Senior Design
https://research.unl.edu/industryrelations/

Shyft Solutions
https://shyftsolutions.io/

In-Kind Sponsor:
AgileLNK
https://www.meetup.com/agileLNK/

Lincoln.Code()
https://www.meetup.com/Lincoln-Code/
		

Bronze Sponsors:
Bison Cloud Solutions
https://bisoncloudsolutions.com/
DMSI
https://www.dmsi.com/about
Telcor
https://telcor.com/
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Kathy Andersen

Room D
No biography
submitted.

Room E
Adam Barney
Room F
Adam is a nerd. That kept me humble and nearly
Room
H through school, but he wears it as a
friendless
(sniff)
badge of honor now. After buying a Commodore 64
Room I
with money from his paper route in the 4th grade,
J learning about computers and how
he’s Room
never stopped
to make these stupid machines do cool things. When
Room
K
he’s not slinging code for his 9-to-5 job, he’s slinging
L to keep current on things, playing
codeRoom
for himself
with electronics and IoT, 3D printing, and watching
far too
much TV.

Mike Benkovich
A software architect, Azure expert, and former
Microsoft evangelist, Mike Benkovich dedicates
huge amounts of his time to helping his fellow
developers and burgeoning programmers learn
about new technologies and platforms. Mike’s
website www.benkotips.com equips developers with
tips and resources to help them get to grips with
technologies including cloud, data and devices,
and he produces online courses covering areas like
Azure development, data architecture strategies and
serverless computing. Follow Mike on Twitter @
BenkoTips

Toni Bennet
My name is Toni Bennet and I’m a Software Architect
at Tigerpaw Software with a demonstrated history of
working in the information technology and services
industry. I have 12 years of experience as a software
developer and skills in web applications (mainly
.Net), SQL, IIS, databases, and system administration.
I earned my Associate of Applied Science focused
in Software Applications & Programming from ITT
Technical Institute. I have been in my current role
for about 10 months and am looking to improve my
public speaking and connect with my community.
I’m a queer, genderfluid person and I spend my
time with my wife and our dogs. We play a lot of
video games, mainly involving puzzles, survival, and
resource management. I was that weird kid who liked
sorting light bright bulbs. These days, I like to think
I put those skills to good use by studying the puzzles
of what we’ve built and what we want to build, and
trying to find a path forward.
D

Drew Brown
Drew Brown is the Chief Information Officer of
Union Bank and Trust, where he leads enterprisewide digital transformation and oversees data
engineering and analytics, information security,
software engineering, infrastructure, and establishing
and driving the technology strategy throughout
the bank. Prior to his work at UBT, Drew founded
and led two consulting practices, one advising the
CIO’s of publicly traded companies on IT strategy
and turnaround, and the other leading a team of
data scientists providing advanced analytics in the
healthcare space. Drew’s career has spanned most
industries and has focused heavily on maturing
technology organizations and improving business’ use
of technology.

In the last two years UBT team has been recognized
nationally for processing the second highest number
of PPP loans on the program’s opening weekend by
developing an automated processing pipeline in a week,
developing the top-rated mobile banking app in our
markets, and being recognized in 2020 by Forbes as the #2
bank in America.
Drew is married with five children and spends his spare
time with his family reading, building robots, and rock
climbing.

Steve Carlson
Hello, I’m Steven. I’m a Cloud Security Architect at FNBO.
Beyond my former XC Teams, running and education will
always be my true passions. Over the last few years God has
moved me from south central Nebraska to a little house in
Lincoln, Ne. I love coffee and biking to different events in
the city. I enjoy traveling, even if it means getting my hands
dirty on my parent’s farm.

Jacob Charles

My name is Jacob Charles. I’ve worked in the IT industry
for over 8 years. I started as a software engineer and
moved to a Cloud DevSecOps engineer for KBR Space and
Mission Solutions. I’ve had the great opportunity to solve
a variety of problems and grew a passion for security and
infrastructure automation. I’ve recently turned my passion
into a product that everyone can benefit from. I founded
Bison Cloud Solutions in order to help others improve
cloud security and infrastructure automation.

Alain Chautard
Alain is a Google Developer Expert in Web Technologies,
Angular, and Google Maps. His daily mission is to help
development teams get started and become fluent with
Angular. He has taught Angular on all six continents!
A world-traveler and photographer, Alain is also the
organizer of the Google Developer Group chapter in
Sacramento, California, an international conference
speaker, and a published author of several video courses.

Chris Chung

Kimberly DelSenno
Kim DelSenno is currently a UX developer at Gallup,
a company that provides analytics and advice for
everything that matters. She wrote her first line of
code almost 7 years ago and has been working as a UX
developer ever since. During that time she has worked
on Gallup.com, Gallup Access and conducted numerous
user tests on all of Gallup’s websites. When she’s not
at work or on the computer, she enjoys teaching and
practicing yoga, hiking, and spending time with her
husband, their two dogs .

Aaron Deming
At Buildertrend I have served as a developer, team lead,
trainer, and manager. As a team lead, I helped acclimate
new developers to my team, managed many projects at
once, and acted as the technical owner of the areas of the
application that my team owned.
As a trainer and manager I get to onboard all new
developers and coach them for several months, until
they are ready to graduate from the training team, to one
of our feature teams. I also help facilitate and conduct
continuing education and knowledge shares for a 50+
person development team.

Arthur Doler
Arthur (or Art, take your pick) has been a software
engineer for 18 years and has worked on things as
exciting as analysis software for casinos and things
as boring as banking websites. He is an advocate for
talking openly about mental health and psychology in
the technical world, and he spends a lot of time thinking
about how we program and why we program, and about
the tools, structures, cultures, and mental processes that
help and hinder us from our ultimate goal of writing
amazing things. His hair is brown and his thorax is a
shiny blue color.

Mike Driscoll
Mike Driscoll has been programming with the Python
language for more than a decade. When Mike isn’t
programming for work, he writes about Python on his
blog. Mike is also a contributor to Real Python. He has
worked with Packt Publishing and No Starch Press as a
technical reviewer for their books. Finally, Mike is the
author of several books on the Python programming
language.

Chris has always been involved Information Systems
through seeking to work with great people in order to
tackle complex projects using simple methods. He has
gained a holistic view of software though working in
business systems analysis, software development, and
program management. His curiousity drives him to
discover new ways of thinking and partner with individuals Ryan Ebke
on new approachs to old problems. In Chris’ free time, he
Hi, I’m Ryan Ebke. I’ve been in software development for
enjoys the outdoors and sporting events with his amazing
14 years in a variaty of roles in Software Development
wife and three beautiful children.
and Software product design/delivery. My main focuses
are eCommerce, .NET and Node based development.
Tom Cudd
As an advocate for DevOps, I’ve helped bring about a
positive change in the way Development and Operations
teams work together at companies and in the tech
community. I work to create automation in complex
technical environments driven by the needs of individuals
and teams on different stacks. I help early career
technologists learn and grow to build great opportunities
for themselves.
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Chad Green
Chad Green is a manager, software development,
architect, community leader, Microsoft MVP, and most
importantly a father and husband. Over his career
spanning three decades, Chad has managed groups
from 3 to 63 people, worked on projects in a wide range
of markets including education, healthcare, military,
government, workforce management, financial services,
chemical research, and electronic commerce. Being a
big believer in giving back and wanting to ensure that
there are cool events for others, Chad founded and
chairs the annual Code PaLOUsa conference, organizers
the Louisville .NET Meetup user group and the Monthly
Tech Leader Coffee and Discussion, and has helped
other groups like the Louisville Tech Ladies and events
like Cincy Deliver.

Kevin Grossnicklaus
At one point in his career Kevin was the youngster on
most development teams. He got his start developing
with Visual Studio and managed .NET code during the
early beta cycles in 2001. As a technical author, his first
writing experience was for the Visual Basic.NET Bible
released in 2002. He has been recognized as a Microsoft
MVP since 2009 and is a member of the ASPInsiders
program. He is also very active in the local St. Louis
development community.
In 2009, Kevin Grossnicklaus started his own software
product development firm called ArchitectNow (www.
architectnow.net). At ArchitectNow, Kevin and his team
specialize in a wide variety of tools and technologies
and take pride in helping their customers deliver great
solutions on a variety of platforms. As expected (and
necessary) today, they are always on the lookout for the
“next big thing” in the software or technology space
while guiding customers through the waves of new
technology.
Born in rural Nebraska, he has spent the last 20 years in
St. Louis, Missouri where he lives with his wife Lynda
and their three daughters: Alexis, Emily, and Hanna.
He is an avid guitar player, home brewer, and gamer
including everything from retro arcade games, to board
games, to role playing games. When not spending time
on any of those hobby’s he waits patiently for a second
season of Firefly.

Joseph Guadagno
Joe Guadagno is a Director of Engineering at Rocket
Mortgage, the nation’s largest mortgage lender based
in Detroit, Michigan. He has been writing software for
over 20 years, has been an active member of the .NET
community, serving as a Microsoft MVP in .NET for
more than ten years. At Rocket Mortgage, he leads five
software development teams building and modernizing
our internal services. He has spoken through the United
States and international events on topics ranging from
Microsoft .NET, Microsoft Azure, Ionic, Bootstrap, and
many others. You can see the complete list at https://
www.josephguadagno.net/presentations. When not
sitting at a computer, Joe loves to hang out with his
family and play games. When not playing games with
the family, Joe is checking out the latest in Home
Automation. You can connect with Joe on Twitter at @
jguadagno, Facebook at JosephGuadagnoNet, and on
his blog at https://www.josephguadagno.net

Stephanie Eckles

Stephanie Eckles is a front-end-focused SWE at
Microsoft. She’s also the author of ModernCSS.
dev which provides modern solutions to old CSS
problems as in-depth tutorials and is the creator
of StyleStage.dev, and author of SmolCSS.dev
and 11ty.Rocks. Steph has well over a decade of
webdev experience that she enjoys sharing as an
author, egghead and workshop instructor, Twitch
streamer, and conference speaker. She’s an advocate
for accessibility, scalable CSS, and the Jamstack
(especially Eleventy). Offline, she’s mom to two girls
and a cowboy corgi and enjoys baking.

Benjamin Ferguson
Professionally, I am a senior programmer/analyst
with Duncan Aviation and have been developing
software ever since graduating from SCC - Milford
in 2002. Most recently, we have been developing on
a new tech stack including angular 2+ and node,
both using typescript in VS Code.
Personally, I am a husband and father of 5. I’m also
a youth minister, worship leader, football coach, and
a mentor.

David Giard
David Giard is a former accountant and a former
biochemist, who has been developing solutions
using Microsoft technologies for nearly 3 decades.
Currently, David helps people build solutions in his
role as a Microsoft Senior Software Engineer. David
has been very active in the developer community,
speaking at numerous major conferences, code
camps, and user groups around the world; helping
to lead user groups; and helping to organize
conferences and other geek events. He is the host
and producer of the mildly popular online TV
shows Technology and Friends and GCast. He is
the co-author of the Wrox book Real World .NET,
C#, and Silverlight. You can read his latest thoughts
at DavidGiard.com. His hobbies include video,
photography, sports, and embarrassing his sons.

Brian Gorman
Brian is a Microsoft Azure MVP and is
an experienced speaker, author, trainer,
and .Net developer with MCSA: Web App
Certification, MCSD: App Builder, AZ900/104/204/220/303/304/400/500, DP-900/300,
and MCT (3rd Year) certifications. Brian has a
masters of science degree in computer information
systems, and a bachelor of science degree in
computer science. Additionally, Brian has over
ten years of experience instructing college courses
online in SQL databases, C#/VB.Net/and Java
object-oriented programming, and Microsoft
Office. Brian has created many online technical
training courses that can be found online on various
platforms. Brian has also published a book with
APress entitled “Practical Entity Framework.”
The second edition of the book is currently in
production was released in December of 2021 to
leverage .Net 6 and EFCore6.
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Vaibhav Gujral
Vaibhav is a thought leader and a seasoned cloud
professional currently working at Capgemini as a Director
in Global Microsoft Cloud CoE, where he provides trusted
technology advisory to the clients while demonstrating a
deep understanding of cloud technologies.
He specializes in cloud strategy and governance with deep
technical expertise in cloud security, cloud architecture,
application architecture, micro-services architecture, and
DevOps practices. He helps organizations adopt the cloud
the right way by clearly understanding the business drivers
and developing a cost-effective solution utilizing suitable
architectural patterns and design principles. In addition,
he has led several cloud transformation and cloud
migration projects for clients located across geographies
in the insurance, banking, real estate, and healthcare
industries.
He has been awarded Microsoft Most Valuable
Professional (MVP) award for the Microsoft Azure
category since 2020, and he is a Microsoft Certified
Trainer. He holds numerous cloud certifications, including
Microsoft Certified Azure Solutions Architect Expert
and AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate. He
has a Bachelor of Engineering degree with Information
Technology as his specialization.
He has been an active member of the global Azure
community. Apart from being a regular speaker at several
user groups, events, and conferences, he also runs the
Omaha Azure user group (https://omahaazure.org/), a
meetup community of more than 1000 members. He also
moderates a Twitter community for Microsoft Azure with
over 1000 members.
He regularly blogs at https://vaibhavgujral.com/ and runs
his own YouTube channel - https://bit.ly/3r4uAK9.

Courtney Heitman
Courtney is a Technical Accessibility Specialist for
Gallup, a company that provides analytics and advice for
everything that matters, in Omaha, Nebraska. Courtney’s
passion for the web all started with teaching her 11-yearold self how to write CSS on a dial-up internet connection
on a farm in rural Iowa. Since then she has been in a
myriad of positions including a Flash developer, a brief
stint as a server admin, a designer, a full stack developer,
and a project manager. Her passion is making a web that
is usable and accessible to all. When she’s not playing with
new technology, you can find her creating new recipes in
her kitchen or working on her farm.

Shawn Hellwege

I work at the University of Nebraska Admissions office
overseeing the front end development of several of our
sites relating to Admission. I work with the designers to
turn their designs into a website and make changes and
maintenance as needed.
While most of my background is in software development
I do have a passion for UX and UI and look for
opportunities to grow. I have had previous employment
at the University where I was the web admin and worked
closely developing the best possible experience for the
client and delegated responsibilities to a team.
As far as education I got my Bachelor’s in Computer
Information Systems (eCommerce emphasis) and in
2017 I got my Masters in Instructional Technology at the
University of Nebraska - Lincoln.
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Robert Herbig

Seth Larson

Don Miller

K

Robert Herbig is passionate about leading teams that
can deliver products that users love.
He is a Lead Software Engineer at SEP, a software
product design and development company. In his
10+ years in the software industry, he has worked
on products ranging in size from small apps to
enterprise systems; embedded, desktop, web, and
mobile platforms; and in a variety of markets and
domains including aerospace, medical, agriculture,
construction, and secure communication.
As an AI Practice Lead at SEP, he strives to educate
clients and peers about what AI can do, identify
complex problems AI can address in whole or in part,
and incorporate AI into software products that make
a difference for their users.
He currently lives in Carmel, Indiana with his
wonderful wife, three rambunctious sons, and three
dogs.

A software engineer in the Ag industry with experience
working on web applications/services, IoT, and
embedded applications. Organizer of South Dakota
Code Camp and Sioux Falls Developer’s Group.
Currently focused on keeping a team moving forward,
modernizing and instrumenting a cloud products
codebase spanning multiple languages and platforms.

Don is a prominent voice in the field of software
engineering who leads high-value development projects.
He’s widely regarded for his technical skills, as a developer
of mobile and web applications, and for his broad
understanding of databases and information systems.
His reputation as a reliable, entrepreneurial expert who
manages teams of developers to build quality software is
well deserved. Don is committed to providing technical
solutions through effective programming and project
management. Yet, even with his extensive knowledge, Don
communicates technical concepts well to the uninitiated.
In fact, he’s a popular speaker who frequently shares
insight from his 20+ years of building custom desktop,
web and mobile software to groups around the country.
A graduate of the University of Toledo, Don gives back
to the school by molding and updating the curriculum
via advisory committees and teaching classes to future
programmers.
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Nick Hershberger
I’m a manager, agile coach, and team leader with
a passion for building effective teams. For over 20
years, I’ve been helping software development teams
deliver large-scale, world-class solutions to customers.
Learning from experiences and communicating my
skills to others energize me. Overall, my passion for
application development is combined with a love
for big-picture development and daily operational
leadership.

Joe Hochgreve

No biography submitted.

Timothy Ingledue
Timothy Ingledue is an enterprise application
developer specializing in the Microsoft technology
stack.

Theresa Krupicka
No biography submitted.

Jim Kudirka

Jim is the Founder and Principal Architect of Premier
Software Systems, a company leading the change
toward sustainable and repeatable best practices in
software engineering. Through both practice and
training, he has achieved mastery of the software
development process and now dedicates his time to
mentoring and coaching organizations.
Jim has over 28 years of software engineering
experience, with 20+ years leading development
teams and projects. He is passionate about good
software design techniques and applying sound
engineering principles that result in reduced time to
market, exceptional quality, and minimizing overall
cost.
Jim is a native Nebraskan, has a wife and two
children, and received an Electrical Engineering
degree from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Cathy Ludwig
No bio submitted.

Scott McAllister
Scott McAllister is a Developer Advocate for PagerDuty.
He has been building web applications in several
industries for over a decade. Now he’s helping others
learn about a wide range of web technologies and
incident management principles. When he’s not coding,
writing or speaking he enjoys long walks with his wife,
skipping rocks with his kids, and is happy whenever
Real Salt Lake, Seattle Sounders FC, Manchester City,
St. Louis Cardinals, Seattle Mariners, Chicago Bulls,
Seattle Storm, Seattle Seahawks, OL Reign FC, St. Louis
Blues, Seattle Kraken, Barcelona, Fiorentina, Borussia
Dortmund or Mainz 05 can manage a win.

James McKee
James is a developer (MCPDEA) and security advocate
(CISSP) whose biggest responsibility is leading
developer security practices. He sets the standards and
procedures for how the practice operates, and leads
all client engagement efforts with regard to security.
He also takes the lead in making sure that company
staff (developers specifically) are properly trained and
following best practices with regard to application
security. In his current position he is responsible for the
training and providing product guidence for developers
across the world.
James also acts as a system and application architect,
and oftentimes he evaluates application design as part of
the security audits he performs. In a past life James was
responsible for Architecting and developing solutions
on multimillion implementation efforts. Key clients
included the Eight Fortune 500 companies (Seven in the
Fortune 100), as well as several well known non-profits
and leaders in their industries. Vertices served included
healthcare, transportation, financial services, retail,
insurance, and energy.
In his free time James is involved with running
BSidesBoulder.

Brian McKeiver
Brian McKeiver is Co-Owner at BizStream, digital
agency in Allendale, MI. At BizStream he is a solution
architect, visionary, Microsoft Azure MVP, Kentico
Xperience MVP, and Kentico Kontent MVP. He has over
19 years of experience leading his agency of more than
30 employees, about a hundred clients spread out across
North America, and one heck of an interesting story of
how it all started from a two-person team. In addition
to his expertise in web development, cloud, integration,
and digital marketing, Brian is active with the tech
community via his blog at Mcbeev.com.

Adam McQuistan
No biography submitted.

Piyush Neekhra
I work as a Software Engineering Manager at Spreetail, a
fast growing e-commerce company based out of Omaha,
Nebraska. I am fortunate enough to have worked in
multiple geographies with numerous teams and diverse
set of amazing people. I have been in the Software
Engineering industry for over 12 years in roles such as
Software Engineer, Tech Lead and Engineering Manager. I
believe in continuous learning, thus I am also doing MBA
from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign while
working full-time. I enjoy public speaking and people
management, and have held leadership positions in some
nonprofits as well. Recently I was a speaker at the HDC
conference in Omaha where I delivered an in-person
presentation.

Duane Newman
Duane is Co-Founder of Alien Arc Technologies, LLC
where he focuses on creating apps targeting mobile
devices, modern desktops, and the Internet of Things. As a
Microsoft MVP and technology enthusiast with a passion
for good software he strives to bring solutions that improve
or eliminate costly duplication and repetitive processes so
more important things can be done. He enjoys teaching
others through his random blog posts and by speaking at
conferences on topics ranging from DevOps to Xamarin.
When not behind a computer screen he can be found
sharing his love of SCUBA and all things underwater with
new divers at the pool or through his underwater videos
and photos.

Rob Nickolaus
With 25 years of experience, I have worked as a developer,
IT manager, ScrumMaster, small business owner,
managing consultant, volunteer, and chief bottle washer.
I have led teams through rapid growth, challenging
technology implementations, and entrepreneurial bets.
I love leading in the “positive chaos” space with teams
experiencing growth and challenges. As a lifelong learner
and risk taker, I have many scars and war stories to
match the wins and celebrations. I’m happy to share my
experiences to help those around me. Need an opinion?
Just ask!
Check me out at https://www.linkedin.com/in/
robnickolaus/
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Kirk Payne
When I first started in computers at the start of
my career, I worked with setting up computers and
servers. From an early age, I loved programming
computers to do interesting or useful things. In my
computer and server duties, I always found reasons
to program tasks to make the job easier and more
efficient. I decided to get a degree in programming.
After getting that degree, I was asked to apply for a
job at Duncan Aviation as a programmer. Ever since
then, I have done what I loved and have learned so
much from my co-workers and mentors. I have been
programming for over 20 years now and have seen
the birth of Object Oriented principles. I have seen
the good and the bad of these principles and strive to
help others with what I have learned. I am currently a
Senior Programmer/Analyst at Duncan Aviation.

Zach Perkins
I’m a seasoned tech professional with a breadth of
experience in development processes and cloud
infrastructure. I’ve had the opportunity to work
with Azure, AWS and VMWare automation tools to
optimize delivery of cloud resources and applications.
My professional focus is on automation, optimization
and continuous improvement, but I love to learn John
Robyabout everything. I believe the key to creating
a great system is cross-collaboration of people,
removing bottlenecks and continuous improvement.

Chris Powell
A few things to know about me is that I like to live an
active lifestyle: hiking, paddleboarding, sports, etc are
some of the my favorite activities. I’ve been fortunate
to travel often in my life to places like: Singapore,
Paraguay, Rome, Sydney, Nairobi, etc. And most
importantly, I’m a husband and father. Often times,
you can find me taking some action with the point of
making those people in my life happier.
Professionally: Earned a bachelor’s degree in Mass
Communications at Kansas State University, focused
coursework in advertising and journalism. Earned
another bachelor’s degree in computer science from
University of Colorado at Boulder.

Rodrigo Ramirez
I love technology and its possibilities, that’s why
I picked the computer science path and I’ve been
working as a Software Engineer for 15 years in
multiple companies and in 3 different contries. I
believe sharing different ideas, solutions and cultures
can achieve greater results. My family is my major
treasure and I consider myself a music, movies and
videogames lover.

Eric Reichwaldt
“The future is already here. It’s just not evenly
distributed yet” - John Gibson probably “Aim for the
moon. If you miss, you may hit a star” - W Clement
Stone
I’m a big dreamer that is passionate about helping
people and organizations find ways to work smarter,
not harder. Too many times we find ourselves in
life stuck on the treadmill of “that’s the way we’ve

always done it.” Don’t be afraid to try new things, take
risks, and occassionally fail. After serving in the US Air
Force as a weather forecaster for 10 years I moved into
the software development world eventually starting a
company with two of my best friends combining our
military experience and weather domain knowledge
with our passion for technology to help modernize
software in the Department of Defense and commercial
organizations. I love teaching and coaching software
developers and teams. When I’m not working, you
might find me at the race track driving fast, in the
garage building something neat, or at my desk working
on a hobby project or playing video games.

Rob Richardson

Rob Richardson is a software craftsman building web
properties in ASP.NET and Node, Vue and React. He’s
a Microsoft MVP, published author, frequent speaker at
conferences, user groups, and community events, and
a diligent teacher and student of high quality software
development. You can find this and other talks on
https://robrich.org/presentations and follow him on
twitter at @rob_rich.

John Roby
I have worked in IT project management since 2000,
mostly in the waterfall methodology. In 2014 I became a
Certified Scrum Master and served as Scrum Master for
two scrum teams. I am working to continue my Agile
development journey.

Mitchel Sellers
Mitchel Sellers, Microsoft MVP, ASPInsider, is the
CEO of IowaComputerGurus, Inc. an Ankeny, Iowa
based software consulting organization. Mitchel enjoys
sharing his experiences with others at local events and
conferences. As a consultant and former educator,
Mitchel tries to take a real-world approach to software
development presentations. When not working with
code you will find him flying around the US.

Erik Shafer
Erik is a software engineer with a passion for learning,
designing, implementing, and teaching solutions. His
current adventure is in e-commerce where he builds
maintainable, resilient, replayable, observable, and
high-performance systems for an industry that never
sleeps. He has designed, built, migrated, refactored,
and maintained systems in .NET, JVM, and even some
NodeJS. Current obsessions include event sourcing,
CQRS, event-driven architecture, distributed and
observable systems, and breaking down complex
business domains.
When not working with software or developing
solutions for the business, he enjoys powerlifting,
traveling, listening to heavy metal, and playing either
online games or tabletop games like Dungeons &
Dragons.

Nathaniel Shere
Nat Shere has worked in the security industry for eight
years, specializing in ethical hacking and secure coding.
He has experience both as a security consultant and
as a product security engineer. As a consultant, he has
performed penetration testing services for small and
large companies alike and presented findings to both
technical teams and executive leadership.
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As a product security engineer, Nat has worked with
development teams throughout the development lifecycle
to ensure that security requirements and testing are a
priority. Finally, Nat has college level and public speaking
experience, which has helped him learn to discuss
complex, technical issues in a plain, clear manner.

Shane Steidley
No biography submitted.

Dennis Stepp
I passionately deliver innovative software solutions that
enhance the customer experience and maximize business
value. Building upon over a decade of software engineering
experience I assist technologists in architecture,
automation, design, implementation, testing, and
workflow. I continuously broaden my skills through game
development, conference speaking, and networking within
the software development community.

Brent Stewart
As a professional software developer with over two decades
of experience, I have seen many development trends come
and go and learned that there is not a shortcut to being
a great developer. I enjoy teaching others what I have
learned and try to mentor others whenever I can. I am a
co-organizer of the Kansas City .NET User Group and love
speaking at conferences.
I am a creator at heart and have started multiple businesses
over the years in a variety of industries. My latest venture
is Alien Arc Technologies which allows me to take my
ideas and give them form. I love quality in all things and I
always try to provide the best quality in everything I do. If
it is worth doing, then it is worth doing right.

Nien Sui
Nien Sui is a published author and an invited international
speaker. He brings in two decades of technical expertise,
research experience and multiple advanced degrees in
computer engineering and computer science. He has
worked with diverse teams across various disciplines and
countries.
Besides technology, Nien is interested in positive
psychology, community building, and career guidance.

Jeremy Suing
Jeremy Suing is a Software Engineering Manager for
Spreetail on the Supply Chain Platform. Mr. Suing
has been involved in management and development
of enterprise software systems for more than 20 years,
working in both large corporate and educational
environments. Mr. Suing has received the Certified Scrum
Master, Certified Product Owner, and Certified Scrum
Developer designations from the ScrumAlliance. He has
been with Spreetail since January 2022. Prior to joining
Spreetail, he spent the last 16 and a half years with the
Jeffrey S. Raikes School and the School of Computing
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) as the
Senior Program Lead for Design Studio and a Lecturer,
respectfully. Prior to joining UNL, Mr. Suing had 7 years of
software engineering and project management experience
working directly with ERP software solutions for Oracle
USA, Inc. (formerly J.D. Edwards & Company and then
PeopleSoft, Inc.). He has a Master of Science in Computer
Science from the University of Colorado at Denver and
received his Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and
Mathematics from the University of Nebraska at Kearney.
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Jordan Thayer
I’m excited to teach you about artificial intelligence
and to help you use it to tackle some of the problems
you face today.
At SEP I’m working to establish our artificial intelligence practice. My responsibilities include educating
clients and peers about what AI can do, identifying
complex problems AI can address in whole or in part,
and incorporating AI into software products that
make a difference for their users.
Prior to joining SEP, I’ve held roles as a research
scientist for a startup, the Charles-Stark Draper
Laboratory, and an R&D consultancy. In each of these
positions, I’ve done essentially the same thing: find
and deliver feasible solutions to technically challenging problems that arise in a wide variety of domains
and industries.
I completed my PhD in artificial intelligence at the
University of New Hampshire in 2012. My research
focused on using approximation and machine
learning to solve problems known to be computationally intractable, such as automated planning and
scheduling problems.

Joel Tosi
Just a dude trying to help out people and teams that
are trying to learn and create interesting products.
With experience in dev, architecture, management,
and product - I try to help teams communicate more
effectively and build their products in a maintainable
way that allows room for product discovery.

Andy Unterseher

No biography submitted.

Ken Versaw

I am an Asp.Net Insider and IT Manager with over
19 years of software development experience. I am
also active in the regional software development
community, organizing a monthly software
development meetup (Lincoln.Code) and 3 annual
software development conferences (Nebraska.Code,
Prairie.Code and Indy.Code).

Jason Weaver

No biography submitted.

Alex Will

Alex started out as a mechanical engineer student until
his Sophomore year when Alex took his first computer
science class. After the first project of making a terminal
chutes and ladders game Alex immediately switched
majors. Since switching majors, Alex has never looked
back. Alex’s favorite part of computer science is the
problem solving and the creativeness he gets to apply in
algorithms. Alex is now the CTO at ArchitectNow. Alex
loves to be active in playing basketball and baseball.

Matt Will

No biography submitted.

Post pictures and text about your
favorite session, workshop,
speakers, food, hallway
conversation or that perfect
selfie with your co-workers to
facebook, twitter, or instagram.

Brian Zimmer

Brian Zimmer has been with the Nebraska Global &
Don’t Panic Labs family of companies for over ten
years. Holding a Master of Business Administration
and having completed the Jeffrey S. Raikes School at
the University of Nebraska, Brian has a diverse set
of experiences blending technology, business, and
innovation.
Brian is currently responsible for the business
development & product strategy for Don’t Panic Labs.
On a regular basis, Brian works with potential partners
to understand their vision and form up a plan to refine,
validate, and bring it to life. Additional experiences
within Nebraska Global / Don’t Panic Labs include
bringing the EliteForm company to life, performing deal
diligence, and participating in the Nebraska Angels.
Other past professional experiences include building
his own IT consulting practice and as a faculty lecturer
teaching the Design Studio capstone class at the Jeffrey
S. Raikes School.

@amegala
#nebrcode

Join us
for the Nebraska.Code()
Attendee Party
Thursday 5:00PM - 8:00PM

My focus areas have varied throughout the
years, including areas like Full Stack, Platform,
Embededded, and Data Science. These day’s I’m
leading the Data Science team at Density, where
my goal is to produce the most reliable workplace
occupancy and usage data possible.

Mat Warger

Jason Washburn

No biography submitted.
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Let us, your friends and the
WORLD know about your
experiences at this year’s
Nebraska.Code().

Ryan Versaw

Mat Warger is a senior consultant with Keyhole
Software. He enjoys learning new concepts and has
leveraged this curiosity in positions ranging from
startups to the enterprise over the past decade. He can
be found chasing the latest and (sometimes) greatest
in a wide range of languages and platforms, including
React, GraphQL, and the cloud. Find him on twitter
@mwarger.
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Have fun! Socialize!
Meet new friends.
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